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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

“Hunter-gatherer societies in cold lands have experienced little trouble

with perennially frozen ground, and have sometimes used it to advantage,

such as for food storage. When gold miners came into Alaska and northern

Canada, they learned by trial and error how to thaw permafrost, and the

larger mining operators developed fairly sophisticated techniques. Even so,

the cost was high, and dealing with frozen ground accounted for half of the

cost of mining in the Fairbanks and Nome areas. During past decades, using

techniques developed in warmer areas, government agencies and other have

erected many buildings in the north only to see them fail because of the

thawing of permafrost beneath the foundations. Some home owners have

tended to deny the existence of a problem or attributed structural failure

to other causes, but most northerners have developed a proper awareness

of the hazard of building on ice-rich permafrost and have learned to deal

with it. However, people erecting structures on unfrozen soil that overlies

permafrost need to realize that foundation problems can developed even if

the permafrost table is well below but still within a few tens of meters of

the ground surface. Water supply and sewage disposal are critical problems

in the continuous permafrost region and a very serious one ever in many

areas where the permafrost is discontinuous. Frozen ground limits the avail-

ability and quality of water, and it makes sewage and their treatment both

difficult and expensive. Another very serious and expensive consequence

of seasonally and perennially frozen ground is its effect on transportation

facilities–roads, railways, airport runways, and pipelines. Pipelines builders

have achieved reasonable success in maintaining pipelines across discontin-

uous and continuous permafrost areas, but construction and maintenance

costs have been high. Less successful are attempts to build surfaces roads

that last for more than a few years, and this is an arena in which much needs

to be learned [18]."

Permafrost is a product of cold climatic conditions and is widespread in

high-latitude and high-elevation environments. A large portion of existing

permafrost formed during Pleistocene glacial intervals, and is degrading

under contemporary conditions [115].

Permafrost is a key component of the cryosphere through its influence

on energy exchanges, hydrological processes, natural hazards and carbon

budgets – and hence the global climate system. The climate-permafrost re-

lation has acquired a greater importance with the increasing awareness that

rising temperatures, widely expected throughout the next century, may par-

ticularly affect permafrost environments [85]. The Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (1990) has advocated that research should be directed

towards addressing the climate-permafrost relation, including the effects

of temperature forcing from climatic variation, local environmental factors

such as snow and vegetation, and surficial sediments or bedrock, types. This

1



2 introduction

was restated by IPCC report of 2013 in which is highlighted that the warming

of the climate system is unequivocal, and is now evident from observations

of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melt-

ing of snow ice, and rising global mean sea level. Moreover, permafrost has

been identified as one of six cryospheric indicators of global climate change

within the international framework of the World Meteorological Organiza-

tion (WMO) Global Climate Observing System [8].

1.1 model background

Scientific interest in the movement of water trough soil under freezing con-

ditions goes back at least to Buoyoucos (1916) but it is only since 1970s that

rigorous theories have been developed to describe heat and mass transfer in

freezing porous media [41].

Unlike the other cryospheric phenomena such as glaciers or sea ice, per-

mafrost is a largely invisible phenomenon. Therefore, modeling based on

thorough process understanding is the best method for estimating permafrost

spatial distribution patterns in the past, present and future [34].

A model is a conceptual or mathematical representation of a phenomenon,

usually conceptualized as a system. It provides an idealized framework

for logical reasoning, mathematical or computational evaluation as well as

hypothesis testing [85]. Each model is based on some hypothesis useful

to reduce the complexity of the natural phenomenon and at the same time

allow to provide answers to well-posed question [85] [54]. The value of a

model depends on its usefulness for a given purpose and not sophistication

[85][54].

Permafrost models are a subset of a more general class of geothermal

models. In permafrost models, ground freezing and thawing are central in

determining the important variables and parameters of which the model is

comprised [85]. Existing algorithms to simulate ground thawing and freez-

ing depths vary in the: types of algorithms, parameterizations of soil thermal

properties for both frozen and unfrozen soils, parameterizations of unfrozen

water content in frozen soil, treatment of latent energy during thawing and

freezing, and settings of model configurations such as resolution of time step

and soil layers, and the boundary conditions [117].

There are three categories of algorithms to model freezing/thawing ground:

empirical and semiempirical, analytical, and numerical.

Empirical and semiempirical algorithms relate freezing and thawing pro-

cesses to some aspect of surface forcing by one or more experimentally es-

tablished coefficients [4].

Analytical algorithms are specific solution to heat conduction problems

under certain assumptions. The most widely applied analytical solution is

Stefan’s formulation, which is most applicable in wet homogeneous ground

conditions [61].

Numerical algorithms determine the ground thawing and freezing depth

by interpolating isothermal positions from the soil temperature profile, which

is numerically solved from the heat transfer equation [117]
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The analysis of freezing/thawing depths and the ice content in the ground

are extremely important for hydrological models. Studies have shown that

proper frozen soil schemes help improve land surface and climate model

simulations [103] [93]. Given the importance of frozen ground to water and

energy cycling near the ground surface, representing the ground thawing

and freezing depths in land surface models and hydrological models is crit-

ically important [62]. For example, comparison of result from the Project

for Intercomparison of Land Surface Parameterization Scheme Phase 2(d)

[PILPS 2(d)] have shown that the models with an explicit frozen soil scheme

give a much more realistic soil temperature simulation during winter than

those without a frozen scheme [62].

However the inclusion of freezing-soil algorithms in hydrological models

is challenging, for a series of reasons.

As reported by Kurylyk [54], nowadays there is a lack of a proper fun-

damental understanding of physical processes involved in freezing-thawing

soils.

The thermal and hydraulic properties of frozen soils are distinct from

those of the same soil in the unfrozen state [55][79]. The latent heat con-

sumed (released) during thawing (freezing), along with changes in soil ther-

mal properties, greatly alters the surface and subsurface energy partitioning

in the soil [81].

In permafrost-dominated watersheds, snowmelt is typically a consider-

able portion of water inputs [13]. Furthermore snow cover modifies the

energy exchange processes between the atmosphere and the ground due to

its insulating properties and high albedo [46]. A proper representation of the

snow evolution can provide the right time window of direct soil exposure

to solar radiation, and, in turn, a reliable quantification of the soil energy

fluxes. This is important in regions where the snow cover lasts for many

months.

Infiltration and redistribution of meltwater are strongly controlled by soil

thawing in the active layer due to the impermeable nature of the frozen soil

and the large vertical changes in soil hydraulic conductivity [81]. At the

same groundwater flow can enhance permafrost thawing.

Recently, efforts have been made to predict changes in climate forcing

with comprehensive numerical models including thaw/freeze algorithms

[57][119]. Although climate warming scenarios used by most studies are

similar, their predictions differed markedly. Large discrepancies in the pre-

dictions of future permafrost fate suggest that further examinations of the

basic model assumptions and simulation processes including the thawing

and freezing are necessary [12].

Permafrost is a long-term phenomenon and often formed by freezing con-

ditions over hundred of years or millennia. Modeling its evolution at depth

is challenging, because phase change and the slow velocity of the tempera-

ture signal provide the system with a high thermal inertia. One of the main

difficulties lies therefore in the derivation of the initial conditions of the tem-

perature and ice content in the ground. In fact, an unrealistic temperature

initialization may take several hundred or thousand of years (of simulated

time) to equilibrate with surface conditions. In this case, it becomes difficult

to distinguish between real transient effects represented by a model and the
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delayed response to an initialization that did not correspond to real condi-

tions [17]. Particular attention needs to be paid to the boundary conditions.

The ground surface temperature (i.e., the upper boundary condition) is a

key input for all ground thawing and freezing depth algorithms. Although

uncertainties in current methods to estimate [44] or simulate [118] surface

temperature remains one of the largest sources of error in soil thermal simu-

lations [44]. As a matter of fact, the relationship between mean ground tem-

peratures and mean air temperatures reflects complex interaction between a

range of variables including aspect, surface cover, soil moisture status and

winter snow depth. [11].

Another difficulty is related to the high topographical heterogeneity. The

meteorological forcings may drastically vary in short distances, and repre-

sent important parameters that can influence the presence and degradation

timing of permafrost [30]. This is one of the main feature that has to be con-

sidered in mountain regions. Certain analytical algorithms and all numerical

algorithms require a well-defined lower boundary. Although soil tempera-

ture measured or simulated at the bottom of soil column could serve as a

lower boundary condition [111], typically such inputs are unavailable. A

frequently used bottom boundary conditions is a geothermal flux [116], or

a zero heat flux [118] at a certain ground depth. However, the placement

of lower boundary needs special caution [97] particularly when long term

simulation is required.

Since the 1970s many authors proposed different model to study the freez-

ing/thawing ground. However it is worthwhile to clarify that even though

these studies started about fifty years ago they are characterized by consid-

erable inconsistencies in both the nomenclature and underlying theories or

methodologies [54].

Harlan [33] describes the simultaneous heat and fluid transport in a par-

tially frozen porous medium applying the analogy between liquid transfer

in partially frozen soils and that in unsaturated soils. From a mathematical

point of view his model solves the mass and energy conservation equations

with an implicit finite difference scheme, where the unknowns are tempera-

ture and soil water potential. In the mass conservation equation, the change

in ice content is taken into account by a source/sink term; in the energy con-

servation equation the phase change appears in the apparent heat capacity.

His results are in good qualitative agreement with both field observations

and laboratory observations. The freezing process induces the movement of

both heat and mass from warm regions to cold regions. As freezing takes

place, the moisture content in the unfrozen soil zone decreases sharply to-

ward the freezing front, water migrating to the cold side.

Fuchs et al. [24] developed a theory of soil freezing applicable to unsat-

urated conditions with solutes present in the soil. The presence of solutes

lowers the melting temperature and hence the relationship between temper-

ature, water content and thermal properties of the soil. Like Harlan’s model,

the phase change is taken into account by the apparent heat capacity while

the heat advected by water flow is modeled by an apparent thermal conduc-

tivity. Thus the simultaneous heat and water transport equations resulted in

a merged single differential equation for heat.
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Jame and Norum [41], pointed out the significant effects that the water

flow has on the ground thermal regime comparing the temperature profiles

obtained by considering simultaneous heat and mass transfer and assuming

that there is no water movement in soils.

McKenzie et al. [66] proposed a coupled groundwater flow and heat trans-

port model for saturated conditions. The major constraint of this model is

that the thermal and hydraulic properties of soil are strongly affected by the

degree of saturation.

Thomas et al. [99] presented a one-dimensional coupled heat flow, wa-

ter movement, and mechanical deformation model. The emphasis of these

authors was on ice segregation and applications to permafrost related mass

movement.

Dall’Amico et al. [16], develop a robust method for solving the energy

and mass conservation equations dealing with phase change in variably-

saturated soil. The assets of this method are: the energy and mass conser-

vation equations are decoupled and solved using a splitting method; a very

robust solution based on the globally convergent Newton scheme is used;

the soil freezing curve implies that the ice content depends not only on tem-

perature but also on the total water content, making this scheme usable in

non-saturated conditions.

It is worth to underline that in recent years the better comprehension of

the inter-relationship between the groundwater flow and the heat flux in the

ground has stressed the importance of finding adequate numerical method

to solve the coupled system of mass and energy balance equations.
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1.2 overview of the chapters

The thesis is structured as follows:

chapter 1 Introduction illustrates the main features and challenges related

to the modeling frozen soils.

chapter 2 Permafrost provides an overview about what is permafrost, and

briefly outlines the environmental feedback and engineering problems

related to the degradation/aggradation permafrost processes.

chapter 3 Physics and equations of water in soils according to Mualem’s concep-

tualization illustrates models to characterize the soil moisture content,

the relative hydraulic conductivity according with Mualem’s model.

Besides the empirical-cure-fitting models (e.g. Brooks and Corey, and

Van Genuchten) it is presented a retention model proposed by Kosugi

which parameters are closely related to soil characteristics. Addition-

ally it is presented the derivation of the equations for mass and energy

conservation in unsaturated soil.

chapter 4 Physics and equations of water in freezing soils provides a deriva-

tion of the thermodynamic equilibrium condition between ice and wa-

ter in soils, under the freezing=drying assumption. The freezing point

depression due to the capillary forces and the presence of dissolved so-

lutes is derived following the works by Dall’Amico and Acker. Hence

the Kosugi’s model is extended to characterize the water and ice con-

tent in soils. Finally the equations for mass a the energy for frozen

soils are derived.



2 P E R M A F R O S T

2.1 introduction

Water is ubiquitous in the surface of the Earth, and is unique in the extent

of its occurrence in all three phases: solid, liquid and gaseous. Its formative

influence on the nature of the earth’s surface, on the behaviour of earth ma-

terials, and its role in the complex pattern of transfers of energy and mass

in the ground and atmosphere make water is a central component of study

in the earth siences [108].

Pure water at atmospheric pressure freezes and at 0°C, and this temperature

is usually named freezing point of water. However in soils water does not

freeze at 0°C since it is not free of solutes and not subjected to the atmo-

spheric pressure. Freeze and thaw takes place over a range of temperature.

Therefore phase transition, between solid and liquid, is the basic element

in understanding freezing and thawing soil materials. To describe the be-

haviour of frozen ground we must consider both thermodynamics and the

mechanical properties of the materials.

As a matter of fact 22.79 106 km2, 23.9% (excluding glaciers and ice sheet)

of the land surface in the Northern Hemisphere is occupied by permafrost,

Fig.(1). Moreover using the 0°C and 5°C isotherms of mean monthly air

temperature, the long-term average maximum extent of seasonally frozen

ground is about 48.12 106 km2 or the 50.5% of the exposed lands in the

Northern Hemisphere [112]. Also, resource development and population in

these areas are increasing. Freezing a volume of water without constrain

expands its volume by 9%. In silty and loamy soil types where a source of

water is available and temperature is lower than melting temperature segre-

gation ice lenses can form. In presence of an adequate thermodynamic gra-

dient and hydraulic conductivity liquid water moves through the ice lenses

that will grow as long as water is supplied. The growing of the ice lenses

determine the heave of the ground that can expands even of 50%. It is worth

to underline that frozen soil is definitely mobile, it expands and contracts

as its temperature changes. Although movements associated with freeze

and thaw processes are slow, they are a threat to the structural integrity of

buildings, roadways and other structures built on it. Moreover permafrost

influences many facets of everyday living that are often taken for granted

in warmer climates. For example in areas with seasonally frozen ground,

finding water in the winter is not that difficult since the ground water does

not freeze. In permafrost areas, however, most of the ground water is frozen

and at the same time the chemical composition of remained waters chemi-

cal composition is different since minerals get concentrated. Problems arise

also in building water pipes. These have to be protected so that water inside

the pipe does not freeze and to prevent the pipes from thawing the ground.

Hence the pipes have to be kept up off the ground.

7
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Figure 1: Permafrost occurrences in the Northern Hemisphere [7].

Initial efforts directed at building infrastructure on permafrost assumed

that the frozen ground was in thermal equilibrium. It is now obvious that

because of climatic change permafrost is not in thermal equilibrium. Instead,

it is warming in many areas and this needs to be considered in the present

design criteria. Also, the economic impact in terms of loss of serviceability

and ongoing maintenance gave a further decisive boost in studying frozen

ground. Beyond the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) together

with the Climate and cryospheric (CliC) Project recently recognized that bet-

ter understanding of the interactions and feedback of the land/cryosphere

system and their parametrization within climate and hydrological models

are needed [3]. Moreover freezing and thawing processes have a consider-

able impact an ecosystem diversity and productivity. It was pointed out that

greenhouse gas exchange between the atmosphere and the land surface may

be minimal when the soil is frozen but is accentuated in the early spring fol-

lowing thaw [112], hence there is a direct feedback with the climate system.

Just as it took a long time for permafrost to develop, it will take a long

time for it to completely thaw; but during the long and persistent process of

thawing, climate consequences can impact our daily lives.
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2.2 what permafrost means

The first term used to describe permanently frozen ground was "perma-

nent frost"; actually, in an ordinary man’s view, it properly described the

phenomenon which did not change during the lives of generations of peo-

ple connected with the area of its occurrence. But it is obvious that the term

could not be accepted from a scientific point of view. Thus it was replaced by

the term "perennial-frozen-permafrost" which much better reflects a relation

between continuously frozen ground and time [19]. Now permafrost means

ground (soil or rock and included ice and organic material) that remains at

or below 0°C for at least two consecutive years [101]. Permafrost is only de-

fined on a temperature criterion, as a thermal state of the lithosphere and of

anything inside it. So it is worth to point out three significant consequences

for proper understanding of what permafrost is.

First, not all frozen ground is permafrost. Freezing conditions in the sur-

face layers of the earth occur not only in the polar regions, but also in temper-

ate zones, and at high elevation even in the tropics. Moreover the existence

of frozen layers varies from a few hours in low latitudes to thousands of

years in high latitudes. So to distinguish the ground that thaws annually

from permafrost we call the first one seasonal frost. This distinctions could

be misleading. As a matter of fact also the layer above permafrost is char-

acterized by freeze-thaw cycles that follows the seasonal pattern. Below this

seasonal ’active’ surface there is permafrost.

Second, consistent with the definition permafrost may not necessarily con-

tains water. We can distinguish between permafrost in which there is liquid

water and dry permafrost.Dry permafrost refers to permafrost contains nei-

ther free water nor ice [101]. This definition is not absolutely accurate as ice

itself is also dry and a negligible quantity of moisture in the form of inter-

facial water may be present. It is important to underline that, in agreement

with the IPA’s definition, dry permafrost is stable since it can not change.

Third, if there is water in the permafrost body, it can be frozen, unfrozen

or only partially frozen. It is worth making clear the difference between the

temperature (i.e. thermal) and state (i.e. frozen or unfrozen) conditions of

permafrost. Actually not all water freezes at 0°C. Ground water contains

some dissolved salts, which lower its free energy. Because of this solution

has a lower free energy than pure water, for ice to form it must have a differ-

ent free energy from ice forming in pure water. Hence only at some temper-

ature below 0°C the free energy of ice is lower than that of the solution, such

that ice forms from the solution. This is called depression of the free energy

point. However, since the concentration of dissolved salts in the soil water is

so weak, the melting point is usually 0.1°C below 0°C. Both capillarity and

adsorption play a more relevant role to lower the melting point of soil water.

Capillarity is an effect associated with molecular forces at the interface be-

tween phases, when the interface is confined. The rise of water in capillary

tubes follows from the confinement of the interface (the meniscus) between

the air and water. The rise is greater as the tube diameter is smaller. This

suction can be equated with a decrease in free energy relative to normal, or

"free" water at the same temperature. The regions between soil grains can be

viewed as capillary tubes and so the free energy falls. Adsorption reduces
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the free energy too, but it is due to the influence of forces emanating from

the mineral particle surfaces. Of course this effect affects only a thin layer of

water on the particles, the so called adsorbed layer.

As a consequence of these effects water in soils does not freeze at 0°C

but over a range of temperature that fulfills the thermodynamic equilibrium.

The melting temperature changes it is always below 0°C. This means that

at any particular temperature there is a particular quantity of water that

does not freeze. The system is characterized by a delicate equilibrium state

among soil temperature, ice and water content and just a small variation in

energy and mass balance will force the system to reach another equilibrium

state. Therefore, it is essential to describe clearly the actual state of the water

in a particular soil within the current temperature regime [5].

2.3 climate and frozen ground

According to the definition of permafrost, the element of permanency in

permafrost is bonded to the equilibrium between low ground temperatures

and climatic and other conditions. For that reason studying permafrost re-

quires to understand the ground temperature regime.

In the upper layer of the earth the thermal regime is controlled by ex-

changes of heat and moisture between the atmosphere and the ground sur-

face, together with the influence of ground thermal properties. The fluctua-

tions of the surface temperature are the consequence of climatic and weather

changes. The thermal properties of the ground control the downward prop-

agation of these fluctuations. The study of the thermal regime of the ground

can not be restricted to the analysis of these energy fluxes. Actually local

surface conditions such as snow cover, the vegetation canopy, topography,

play a significant role to determine the surface temperature.

Lockwood (1979) [60] provides the follow useful scheme to visualize the

interactions occurring in the surface boundary layer that affect ground tem-

perature.

2.3.1 The surface energy balance

The starting point to quantify the variations in ground thermal condi-

tions is the surface energy balance. This is determined by the net radiation

(Q∗), which is the balance of the short and long wave radiation income and

outcome. This difference between incoming and outgoing radiative energy

gives rise to other forms of heat transfer at the earth’s surface. The pro-

cesses of evaporation or condensation involve the absorption or release of

latent heat by water, and the energy used in these processes in represented

by (QLE). (QH) the transfer of sensible heat due to the temperature gradient

between the atmosphere and the ground surface, convective flux, and that

due to wind, advective flux. At last the conduction of heat into the ground

(QG). This includes the heat flux due to the local thermal gradient in the

ground and the heat flux associated with the water flow.
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of climate-ground thermal interaction (Lockwood, 1979).

According to the conservation principle, energy must be conserved. The

balance of these energy fluxes determines the surface temperature of the

ground.

It is evident that all these processes are characterized by their own tempo-

rally variability scales. So we may speak of an hourly, daily, monthly, yearly

energy budget.

In middle latitudes, high elevation regions such as the Alps, the Rockies,

and the mountain of Scandinavia the winters are not particularly cold nor

the summers warm so there is marked diurnal cycles. This means that when

the ground temperatures are around 0°C the most superficial layer of the

ground freeze and thaw.

However, because permafrost definition requires the ground to be frozen

for more than one year so what is important for permafrost is the annual

thermal regime. This is due to the changing pattern of the season. In sum-

mer months the ground accumulates heat that will be more or less com-

pletely lost during the winter season. Hence over a year the sum of ingoing

and outgoing heat fluxes commonly approach to zero. The annual regime

is dominant in areas characterized by a well sharp seasonal pattern such as

high latitude. It is significant to differentiate between continental and mar-

itime climates. These two kinds of climates are due to the contrast in the

thermal response of land and water body surfaces. Continental climates ex-

hibits a large annual range in air temperatures. Land surfaces heat and cool

rapidly since soil and rock have low specific heats. Moreover continental cli-

mate regions present low rainfall and snowfall that enhance the rapid heat-

ing of the ground surface. So in markedly continental climates, winters may

be very cold, but the counteracting of warm summers, means that annual

frost penetration will be deep only when the mean temperature is within a

few degrees of 0°C [108]. On the contrary in a maritime climate region the

closeness of a significant water body determines a smaller annual range in

air temperature and a high rainfall regime that affects the exchange of latent
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heat between the ground surface and the atmosphere. Hence there will be

no significant freezing of the ground unless the mean ground temperature

is less than about 5°C [108].

It should be pointed out that the element of permanency in permafrost

is bonded to the equilibrium temperature below 0°C, while the energy bal-

ance over years determines the aggradation or degradation of permafrost.

Both of them has the effect of changing the thickness of permafrost and its

equilibrium temperature. When the heat balance is negative, aggradation

of permafrost, there is an increase in its thickness and the temperature falls

further. On the contrary the positive heat budget leads to a decrease of

permafrost thickness and temperature raising.

The term microclimate refers to the interaction of site-specific factors with

climate. It is the microclimate which is ultimately of importance to ground

thermal conditions, since a difference in the surface characteristics will cause

a change in the exchange of heat between the atmosphere and the ground,

with significant effects for the ground surface [108]. So the mean annual

ground temperature usually differ by several degrees from mean air tem-

peratures. Moreover site-specific factors present an high spatial variability.

Therefore in a same area at the same boundary condition changes of site-

specific factors determine a range in ground thermal conditions that we can

observe among several degree of latitude. The effects of these changes are

more significant where the ground temperature is close to 0°C since they

determine whether permafrost is present or not.

The primary influences of the vegetation canopy are the reduction of solar

radiation reaching the ground surface and the variable effects on the depth

and persistence of snow cover [63]. In addition, interception of precipita-

tion and transpiration by the canopy influence the ground thermal regime

through the water balance [84]. Rouse (1984) [89] highlighted the large aero-

dynamic roughness of the forest producing greater turbulent exchange with

the atmosphere.

Seasonal snow cover is one of the primary factors influencing the ground

thermal regime in cold regions. This is because snow is an insulator com-

pared to other natural materials. Therefore in winter months snow cover

reduces the heat loss leading to raise of mean annual ground temperatures.

Gold (1963) [27] concluded that snow cover was the principal reason that

mean annual ground temperature can be many degrees warmer than the

mean annual air temperature in cold regions. Where air temperature is

close to 0°C, seasonal snow cover can be responsible for the absence of per-

mafrost in certain locations [113]. The influence of the seasonal snow cover

on the surface thermal regime can be explained by the following factors.

Firstly, the snow cover presents a high surface albedo. It is defined as the

ratio of all-wavelength solar radiation reflected by the surface to that that

incident upon it [6]. As consequence the absorbed solar energy is reduced

and hence the snow surface too. The effect of albedo is much more evident

when the global radiation is greater. Since albedo depends on snow cover

characteristics it is strongly affected by the metamorphism of snow. It is

higher for fresh snow and then it decreases with snow melting. Secondly,

over the thermal infrared part of the spectrum, snow acts almost as a "black-
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body" [114]. This is due to the high value of emissivity. For a cold dry and

clear-sky condition, higher emissivity of snow surface may result in surface

cooling and very often the development of a low-level temperature inversion

[92]. On the other hand, higher emissivity on the snow surface also implies

higher absorptivity of snow surface as defined by Kirchoff’s law [104]. For

a relativity wet atmosphere with cloud sky, atmospheric downwelling long-

wawe radiation is strong and the snow may adsorb more energy because of

its higher absorptivity, resulting in higher surface temperature. The over-

all effect of snow emissivity and absorptivity on snow surface temperature

largely depends on overlying atmospheric conditions [114]. Thirdly, a large

fraction of the snow layer is filled with air and so the thermal conductivity is

extremely low [114]. Like the albedo the thermal conductivity changes with

snow metamorphism. During snow metamorphism the density increases

and as a consequence the thermal conductivity too. At last the net effect of

the seasonal snow cover on the ground thermal regime and its magnitude

depends upon the timing, duration, accumulation, melting processes of the

seasonal snow cover, and its physical characteristics [114].

The presence of organic material leads to lower mean annual temperature.

This is effect is due to the marked seasonal variation in the thermal prop-

erties of peat. In summer peat is usually dry, because of evaporation, and

its thermal conductivity is very low. Therefore warming of the ground is

inhibited. On the contrary, in fall peat becomes quite moist and its thermal

conductivity raises up. Moreover when it freezes the conductivity becomes

higher and the ground can cool rapidly. Peat presents a behaviour that is the

opposite of the snow. As a consequence permafrost may occur in locations

where the mean annual surface temperature is actually above 0°C [58][121].

It is worth to highlight that changes in the surface conditions can modify

the thermal regime of the ground. This is of great importance in connection

with human activities. Usually surface changes will lead to an increase in the

mean summer surface temperature [74], eventually accompanied by melting

in the upper layer of permafrost. This leads to a change in the mechanical

properties of the soil. Moreover when soils thaw melt water is produced at

a rate controlled by thermal processes, whereas the dissipation of water de-

pends on the discharge capacity of the soil [76]. However there are occasion

where the surface changes bring about ground cooling. This may happen

as a consequence of lake drainage or river shifting [94]. The clearance of

snow due to the presence of highways or airfield may serve to stabilize the

thermal condition of the permafrost but may also lead to icing problems on

highways [108].

As pointed out by Lockwood in his diagram Fig.(2) soil moisture is a sig-

nificant factor in the ground temperature regime. It affects both the surface

energy balance and the ground thermal properties.

A wet surface is one from which evaporation can take place, and it is the

most common type of surface found in nature. The evaporation is the change

of water or ice to vapour, an it proceeds continuously from water, soil, snow

and ice. The rate of evaporation depends on prevailing weather and climatic

conditions and on the availability of water at the surface. The transpiration

one is related to the soil water extracted by plant roots, and discharged as
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vapour into the air as a product of photosynthesis. Even though this two

processes are different usually they are referred as evapotranspiration. The

importance of evapotranspiration on the surface energy balance is due to

water thermal properties. The high specific heat capacity allows water to

absorb and release a very high quantity of heat with slightly variation in its

temperature. Moreover evaporation of water will subtract a huge quantity

of heat from the ground because of the high heat of vaporization.

2.3.2 Ground thermal regime

The systematic seasonal fluctuation of the heat fluxes between the ground

surface and the atmosphere imparts a temperature wave to the ground sur-

face that propagates downward to the Earth. The temperature at depth

oscillates with the same (annual) frequency as the surface temperature, but

with an amplitude that diminishes and a phase lag that increases with depth

[108]. At a certain depth the temperature remains almost constant. This is

the so-called‘zero annual amplitude’ and depends on the the nature of soil

materials, varying directly with bulk density and moisture content through

thermal conductivity. Soil temperature varies diurnally and annually fol-

lowing changes in surface ground temperature. The surface regime, is the

major factor affecting the ground thermal regime. However, ground thermal

properties, and at great depths, the heat flowing from the earth’s interior

serves to modify the effects of surface temperature [108]. The soil heat flux

relates to the nature of soil materials, varying directly with bulk density and

moisture content through thermal conductivity.

Ground temperatures are, for the most part, determined by conductive

heat transfer. The heat flux downward or upward is controlled by the gra-

dient of temperature in soils. Dealing with the heat flux in the ground

requires to know the soil thermal properties. The ground is not an homo-

geneous solid, but presents different layers whose thermal properties vary

with its composition. Besides this heterogeneity, the composition of natu-

rally occurring soil varies continuously, chiefly because of changes in the

amount and phase of water at various locations [21]. The amount and phase

of ground water is attributed to two physical mechanisms. The first mech-

anism is represented by the soil freezing characteristic curve, which estab-

lishes a relationship between the temperature and unfrozen water content

in frozen soil. The second one is the Clapeyron equation, which predicts

that the melting point of water will decrease to somewhat below the melting

point of bulk water because of the presence of suction. The presence of ice

and water close to their transition temperature has a dominant effect on the

thermal properties of frozen soils. As a matter of fact small changes in the

ground temperature lead to significant variations in the thermal properties

of the soil. When water changes to ice, its conductivity increases four-fold,

its mass heat capacity decrease by half, and it releases heat equivalent to

that required to raise the temperature of an equal volume of rock by about

150°C [26]. Latent heat keep soil near 0°C for a considerable length of time

in a refreezing or thawing active layer [78]. Thus, the latent heat of fusion

released or adsorbed during pore phase change increases the thermal inertia
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of the subsurface, and at temperatures close to the freezing point, this latent

heat can dominate conductive heat transport [45].

Hinkel and Outcalt (1993) [36] have presented spectral data that indicate

soil temperature vary diurnal, annual and other frequencies. While the di-

urnal and annual cycles are associated with heat conduction following well

recognized variations in surface temperature, the various other frequencies

have been attributed to non-conductive processes. In particular, infiltration

may lead to heat transfer following snowmelt or summer storms [35]. Wave

periods of less than a day have been attributed to redistribution of heat

within the soil by evaporation, movement of vapour, and condensation, col-

lectively termed "distillation" [37].

Another mechanism that influences the ground thermal regime is due to

the groundwater flow. Thanks to the freezing point depression groundwa-

ter may remains unfrozen at temperature below 0°C. Thus, especially in

warm permafrost there is pore water that provides suitable media for active

groundwater system [53]. However, the groundwater flow in permafrost re-

gions is strongly affected by the ground temperature since the presence of

pore ice reduces the hydraulic conductivity of the soil [23]. Convection may

be an important mechanism of heat transfer in organic soils, sands or gravels

since they present per se a high hydraulic conductivity. On the contrary con-

vection may be much less significant in finely grained materials that present

a lower hydraulic conductivity[86]. The interest in studying groundwater in

permafrost has been recently renewed due to the potential interactions be-

tween climate change, permafrost degradation, and groundwater flow [65].

The rise of temperature may cause that the seasonal frost does not reach

the top of permafrost. The unfrozen layer between the active layer and per-

mafrost is named talik [23]. Talik has significant influence, as a heat source,

on the thermal regime of neighbouring seasonal frost or permafrost in win-

ter [59]. This is due to the temperature of the talik that is always above the

freezing point and hence these zones can provide conduits for water which

is associated a huge amount of heat flux thanks to its high heat capacity and

latent heat of fusion. At the beginning, the presence of ice-free regions in

otherwise continuous permafrost allow ground water to flow laterally above

the permafrost and then to flow downward below recharge areas as taliks

deepen. Once the taliks fully penetrate the permafrost allow groundwater to

pass vertically through the permafrost layer. These preferentials pathways

enhance the heat advection that becomes greater than the heat conduction

alone. As a consequence, gothermally warmed water from below or relative

warm groundwater recharge from above promote the growth of talik net-

work by accelerating thawing along the periphery of residual permafrost. It

is clear as the degradation of permafrost is a selfuelling process. The surface

recharge depends on the presence of a surface water body, the topography

that determine the run-off, and snow cover where it is present. Snow cover

prevents the ground to cool down and when it melts, provides a source of

water that can infiltrate in the ground. Moving downward in the ground, wa-

ter loses heat due to conduction and as it thaws ground ice. Thus, the ability

of recharge water to thaw permafrost is greatly reduced, making sub- per-

mafrost flow less effective in regional permafrost thaw. About geothermally
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warmed groundwater its contribute to thaw permafrost is less relevant than

surface recharge since it is strongly affected by natural convection, on re-

gional topographic hydraulic gradients and on hydrogeologic structure. It

is worth to underline that there are two types of groundwater flow that

enhance thaw rates: flow around the periphery of permafrost bodies, and

flow through permafrost bodies. The first one is much more important in

determining the spatial pattern of talik network, whilst the second one in

enhancing the early stage thaw. The influence of heat advection flux is much

more significant in warm permafrost (temperature is close to 0°C) thanks

to the ease with which talik networks may form. In cold permafrost the

groundwater flow is lower and thawing is mainly controlled by heat conduc-

tion.

Figure 3: Schematic plots of ground temperature where: A–no permafrost is
present the active layer, B–the permafrost table is in contact with the bot-
tom of the active layer, and C–the nonequilibrium situation where climatic
change or other cause has melted the upper portion of the permafrost to
leave an unfrozen layer (talik) between of the active layer and the per-
mafrost table [18].

2.4 permafrost problems

The major awareness of problems related to the changes of geocryological

conditions are closely related to the intense pace of economic development of

the territories within the permafrost region [110]. Engineering geocryology

as a branch of geocryology studies the freezing ground of the Earth’s crust

as an environment for human life and activity [110]. Among the main prob-

lems of engineering geocryology is the engineering-geological background

for design, construction and operation of different engineering structures

and undertakings within the permafrost region. The aim is to provide and

select the most reliable and economic means of development of an area.

Usually geologist classify the materials of the earth according to their litho-

logical nature ignoring the presence of water. Water is fluid and its amount

is continuously changing. However when frozen is not so nearly ephemeral

ice and/or water content get greater prominence than the description of the
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other mineral of the ground. This is because the ice is not stable since it

is close to its melting point, while all other materials are hundreds of de-

grees below theirs [108]. Therefore it is worth to know where the ground,

the soils and rocks, are actually frozen. Changes in the energy balance of

the ground determine consequences on geocryological condition such as in-

crease or decrease of mean annual ground temperature, and of seasonal or

perennial ground thawing or freezing. These consequences are much more

significant as more frozen ground contains large quantities of moisture. It

is worth to point out that seasonally frozen ground causes many problems

as permafrost does. For what concerns permafrost we must also distinguish

between warm and cold permafrost since their response to changes in the

energy balance is different. In presence of warm permafrost there is not a

lot of room for the ground to warm up before impacts on permafrost takes

place, on the contrary cold permafrost has some room to accept some climate

change before its metamorphism.

Energy balance changes, and hence geocryological conditions changes,

may be due to both climate warming and technological impact due to human

activities.

As recognized by the IPPC, global climate warming is an ongoing phe-

nomenon, and estimates for the next century merely reflect its continuation.

The increase of mean air temperature and precipitation leads permafrost

degradation taking place over large areas with significant biogeochemical

impacts on hydrology, ecology, and green house gases. There is a consid-

erable concern that permafrost thaw could act as a positive feedback mech-

anism to future climate change by releasing carbon and methane stored in

northern soils [32]. Currently, Artic and boreal soils contain about 40% of

the global terrestrial carbon, and this undergoes very little decomposition

[28]. Thus, in the recent past, soil in northern muskeg and peatlands has

provided storage for global carbon [64]. However, climate change can accel-

erate the rate of decomposition in these organic soils and transform northern

soils from a global carbon sink to a global carbon source [87]. Moreover per-

mafrost degradation enhances hydraulic exchanges between surface water

bodies and suprapermafrost groundwater. Thus aquifer activation arising

from permafrost degradation may increase baseflow to rivers and lakes and

reduce seasonal variability in river flows [67]. The quality of groundwater

will likely also be affected by degrading permafrost, because the presence

of permafrost affects the residence time in aquifers and thus the time avail-

able for biogeochemical reactions between the pore water and soil particles

[107] Weakened soil properties due to permafrost degradation can also alter

ecosystems. For example, previously forested regions are being converted

to bogs and fens due to a removal of their soil foundation and other altered

physical and thermal conditions [42].

Of course these changes due climate warming may have direcet impacts

on life of those communities that lives in cold regions. However against

this climate variability nobody wants to make additional investment with-

out being certain of its effectiveness tomorrow. Therefore, consideration of

global warming in engineering practices will become realistic only after each

scenario is characterized by the probability of its realization and hence the

hazard is known [49].
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For what concern the human activities, their effects on geocryological con-

dition depends on the duration and the size of the area where they occur.

According to the duration they can be continuous, as determined by the

length of time the newly created technological landscape has existed in the

length of time the newly created technological landscape has existed in the

designated state and regime; temporal when take place for a number of

years. Temporal and especially continuous impacts can cause a change of

ground heat state at greater depths even leading to the complete thawing of

the permafrost [110]. On the other hand, impacts that lasts not more than

one season such as release of water on the surface, modification in thick-

ness and density of the snow cover may affect the seasonal thawing depth.

Further more it has been suggested reversible, irreversible and destructive

disturbances be distinguished according to the character of the response of

the geological environment.

One of the main features of design, construction and operation of engi-

neering structures within the permafrost regions is the necessity to take into

account and to regulate heat exchange between the ground, the construction

and the environment. Change of ground thermal and moisture conditions

in the course of economic development especially in connection with the

temperature going through 0°C, causes changes of ground composition, of

structural properties as well as of strength, bearing capacity and compress-

ibility, of heaving and shrinkage stress and deformations in freezing and

thawing ground, of workability within the permafrost zone as far as exca-

vation work and mining are concerned, of intensity of thermal erosion, ic-

ing, thermokarst, solifluction and other cryogenic processes and phenomena

which can turn some terrains into badlands.

Thus there exist specific conditions for construction or for any other eco-

nomic activity within the permafrost regions. Attempts to apply the stan-

dard methods and techniques for construction usable outside the permafrost

zone to the regions where frozen ground is widespread often lead to inade-

quate and sometimes even to catastrophic consequences. For this purpose in

1998 the Canadian Panel on Energy Research and Development published

guidelines for permafrost design affected by climate change [1]. The report

describes a screening process to account for these uncertainties. The aim is

to determine the vulnerability of the project toward climate changes. It con-

cludes that the effort required accounting for climate change effects will not

exceed what would normally be undertaken, and may possible be incorpo-

rated into an existing design process with little modification [34]. In contrast

to other regions, the design life of a structure built in a permafrost environ-

ment should be planned to be 30 to 50 years, rather than 100 years [34].

In addiction, monitoring and adaptation strategies have to be implemented,

that will later permit modifications to be made to the structure, as required.

Since future climatic trends are difficult to predict, sensitive structures have

to be re-assessed on regular basis, as new trends and better models become

available [34].

In contrast to artic regions, where infrastructure in permafrost includes

entire communities [38], there are no large permanently inhabitated settle-

ment construct on European mountain permafrost [34]. However, densely

populated settlements and transportation routes at lower altitudes may be
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Figure 4: Schematic of climate change screening process [1].

severely affected by processes occurring in permafrost terrain, requiring en-

gineering solutions such as retention dams [47] and the establishment of

hazard maps for improved land-use management [96]. Much of the infras-

tructure located directly on or in mountain permafrost pertains either to

tourism, communication or power-related industries and is of high economic

and social significance [34]. A greater frequency of extreme summers, such

as that experienced in Europe in 2003, is likely to lead to significant increases

in seasonal thaw depth and problems related to permafrost may become an

increasing cost factor in the maintenance or construction of high-mountain

infrastructure [43]. The presence of permafrost in high alpine environments

increases the difficulty in dealing with the analysis of local ground move-

ments. In fact, the current approach on analyzing slope deformations and

landslides has often been hydro-mechanical, i.e. the tensions and deforma-

tions have normally been related to water pressure and mechanical stress-

strain relationship[91]. In presence of permafrost it is necessary to enhance

this approach taking into account the thermal regime of the ground [34].

The thermal regime in mountain regions is strongly affected by the orogra-

phy and the high variability due to local factors. Moreover the the human

activities such as tunnels [106], avalanches defence structures [98], and tech-

nical snow modern ski piste preparation [22] alter the ground temperature.

Rock glaciers are able to displace debris volumes of the order of 103 to 104

m3 per millennium, and the current trend towards higher ground temper-

atures may be responsible for an apparent increase in creep rates in many

Alpine rock glaciers [34]. Structures, such as cableways constructed where

permafrost creep is active, clearly run the risk of increased maintenance costs

and in the absence of appropriate engineering solutions may eventually be-

come unserviceable [34]. Another problem is related to warming permafrost

in rock walls. In this case atmospheric and ground temperatures are strongly

coupled on steep mountain bedrock slopes due to the absence of an insulat-

ing interface of snow, vegetation and soil material [34]. Hence climatically-

driven permafrost degradation can lead to increased instability leading to a

serious increase in hazard and risk.





3 P H Y S I C S A N D E Q U AT I O N S O F

W AT E R I N S O I L S A C C O R D I N G TO

M U A L E M ’ S C O N C E P T U A L I Z AT I O N

3.1 young-laplace equation

The derivation of the Young-Laplace equation will be performed following

Dall’Amico’s work [17].

The capillary tube is characterized by the presence of curved interfaces be-

tween the phases and thus the thermodynamical equilibrium depends by the

curvature of the interface, i.e. the surface tension existing between the two

phases. Let us imagine a single capillary where liquid water is in equilib-

rium with its vapor and air. By a simple equilibrium of forces, one obtains:

paπr
2 = pwπr

2 + 2πrγaw cosα (1)

where pa, pw are the pressure of the gaseous portion and of water respec-

tively, α is the contact angle and γaw is the surface tension between air and

water. Dividing all by πr2

pa = pw + 2γaw
cosα

r
(2)

and the water pressure pw becomes:

pw = pa − 2γaw
cosα

r
(3)

Equation 3, usually known as Young-Laplace’s equation completely describes

the equilibrium state including the interface shape, and the contact angle in

capillaries.

The same equation may be derived by the more general formulation, if the

surface area of the interface separating water and air is assumed to be just a

function of the water volume, Aaw() := Awa(Vw), where Awa is the area of

the separation surface between water and air, and Vw is the volume of the

water droplet. Then

pw = pa − γaw
∂Aaw()

∂Vw
(4)

In a saturated soil all the pores are filled with water and no air-water

separation surface is present. In this case the water pressure totals pw =

pa + ρwgh, where h is the water column height above the point, and de-

pends just on the gravitational gradient. In an unsaturated soil, on the

other hand, the presence of the menisci creates a negative pressure accord-

ing to Eq.(3). This pressure divided by ρwg, represents the energy, up to the

Darcy scale, belonging to the water in the capillaries. Integrating this energy

in a representative elementary volume and dividing by the total volume, one

21
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obtains the mean energy of the water in the volume, considering all the ra-

dius in the various capillaries. This value is called soil suction and is usually

referred to as ψ. By extending the Young-Laplace equation to the soil pores,

it is clear that with increasing negative pressures, increasingly smaller pores

are being emptied.

3.2 water in soils

3.2.1 Porosity and pore-size distribution

Almost everything that occurs in the soil such as the movement of fluids,

air, the transport and the reaction of chemicals is strongly affected by voids

space, that portion of the soil’s volume that is not occupied by or isolated by

solid material [75]. Because soil does not contain discrete objects with obvi-

ous boundaries that could be called individual pores, the precise delineation

of a pore unavoidably requires artificial, subjectively established distinctions

[75]. To overcome this problem, it is widely accepted to consider the pore

space as a collection of channels through which fluid can flow [75]. The pore

space can be characterized by porosity φ and the pore-size distribution f(r),

in which r is a representative radius of pores [75].

Porosity φ is defined as the fraction of the total soil volume that is taken

up by the pore space. It is a single-value that ranges between 0 and 1. Poros-

ity depends on several factor such as packing density, the shape of particles,

cementing, and the presence of organic matters. Usually porosity is concep-

tually partitioned in two components, most commonly called textural and

structural porosity. The first one is the value the porosity would have if the

arrangement of the particles were random. On the other hand the structural

components represent the porosity due to non random structural influences,

including macropores. Porosity defines the upper limit of the volumetric wa-

ter content θ. Pore-size distribution is the relative abundance of each pore

size in a representative volume of soil. It can be represented with a function

f(r), which has a value proportional to the combined volume of all pores

whose radius is within an infinitesimal range centered on r [75].

Actually soils exhibit a variety of heterogeneities, such as fractures, fis-

sures, cracks, and macropores or interaggregate pores [25]. Since the poros-

ity provides a measure of the total volume of voids, one can not be aware of

the soil’s structure just looking at it. On the contrary, the knowledge of the

pore-size distribution may give a much greater understanding of the soil’s

structure. This has a significant importance in order to understand all those

processes occur with in the soil. Additionally, the pore size distribution

affects solute convection similarly to hydraulic conductivity, and solute dis-

persion, which is expected to be greater for a broader pore-size distribution

[75].

The smaller pores are associated with longer residence times and grater

relative surface area, but most solutes may go quickly through the large

pores with minimal opportunity to react [75].

On the other hand, macropores represent preferentials paths for the water

flow and thus for solutes (i.e. nutrients and contaminants) dissolved in it
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[56]. Furthermore van der Kamp et al. [100] pointed out the importance

of macropores on infiltration rate within frozen soils. This is much more

significant during the snowmelt [120] when the unsaturated large macrop-

ores allow an infiltration capacities exceeding the snowmelt rates. Thus in

soils which have plentiful macropores, these have a positive feedback on

the groundwater recharge processes that is much greater than that occur in

soil which have little or no macropores where indeed snowmelt tends to

run off over the surface [39]. Furthermore, the temperature of the frozen

soils is about 0°C and thus the enhanced heat advection due to macropores,

strongly affect the energy balance. As a matter of fact, the water flow carry-

ing a significant amount of heat may lead ice thawing which in turn releases

the latent heat of fusion with a positive feedback on the energy balance.

Natural or artificial soil processes create and destroy pores, can induce

changes in their size and other attributes. Thus porosity and pore-size dis-

tribution may vary not only in space but also in time; as well these changes

have consequences on what occur within the soil.

3.2.2 The volume conservation

Let us consider a rigid control volume of soil Vc. Generally it is a compos-

ite of three different constituents, Fig.(5),: (i) soil particles, (ii) liquid water,

(iii) and gas or air. The volume conservation requires:

Air gas

Liquid water

Soil particle

Va

Vw

Vs

Vc

Ma

Mw

Ms

Mc

Mass Volume

Figure 5: Unfrozen soil constituents and schematization of the control volume Vc
[80].

Vs + Vw + Va = Vs + Vvoids = Vc (5)
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Let us define:

φ :=
Vvoids

Vc
, θw :=

Vw

Vc
(6)

respectively the porosity, and the water content. Consistently with the rigid

soil model, porosity is constant. In general it is assumed that the maximum

dimensionless water volume θs that can be stored in the volume Vc is equal

to the porosity φ. However, this is not completely true, because of entrapped

air that reduces the room for stored water. Thus the saturated water content

can be set θs ≈ 0.85÷ 0.9φ.

Let us assume that θs := φ, then the water content has to satisfy the follow

restriction:

0 6 θr 6 θ 6 θs 6 1 (7)

where θr is the residual water content. It is convenient to introduce the

effective saturation Se as

Se =
θ− θr

θs − θr
(8)

3.2.3 Unsaturated soils

When a soil is partially saturated the water present in the medium is

retained on one side by the adsorbed films in contact with the solid, and

on the other by capillary forces due to the curved air-liquid interface [83].

Hence it is possible to represent the soil pores by an equivalent bundle of

capillaries, with identical retention properties as the real soil [51].

Since Darcy’s law is independent of the size of particles or the state of

packing [83], it can be extended to study the water flow in unsaturated soil.

In the latter case the pressure is substituted by suction and the hydraulic

conductivity depends on the water content of the soil [83]. As consequence,

studying the water flow in soils and the vadose zone requires the definition

of both the relationship between the water content θ and the suction ψ, and

that between the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K and ψ.

As reported by Kosugi et al. [51] basically exists two approaches to deter-

mine the soil water retention function.

The first one is based on empirical curve-fitting equations which relate

the capillary soil pressure ψ to volumetric water content θ, e.g. Brook and

Corey [82] and Van Genuchten [102]. A typical soil water retention curve

is presented in Fig.(6). When the matric head ψ is equal to zero the water

content θ is by definition equal to the saturated water content θs. For many

soils, the value of θ will remain at θs for values of ψ slightly less than zero.

At ψa the soil starts to desaturate. This is called the air-entry value, and

is assumed to be inversely proportional to the maximum pore size forming

a continuous network of flow paths within the soil. As ψ decreases below

ψa, the water content usually decreases according to a S-shaped curve with

an inflection point. In Fig.(6) the suction at the inflection point is denoted

by ψi. As ψ decreases further, θ decreases seemingly asymptotically to-

wards a soil-specific minimum water content known as the residual water

content, θr. The concept of residual water content θr, is an essential but

potentially problematic element in soil water retention model [51]. Histori-

cally, it was introduced assuming that the water content exhibits an asymp-
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Figure 6: Schematic of a typical soil water retention curve with definitions of pa-
rameters [51].

totic behavior at low suction. This assumption causes discrepancies with

measurement data in low suction range, since the water content theoreti-

cally goes to zero as the suction becomes infinitely negative [51]. Therefore,

retention models that contain θr as a fitting parameter can be considered

reliable in the range θr < θ < θs. Besides the four parameters ψa, ψi, θs,

and θr, most retention models might include parameters that have a phys-

ical basis [51]. Some these model have been developed to be compatible

with models by Burdine [10] and Mualem [72] for the purpose of deriving

analytical expression that can be used to predict the relative hydraulic con-

ductivity of soil [50]. The set of the water retention model and the derived

model for relative hydraulic conductivity are referred to as the combined

water-retention-hydraulic-conductivity models and have been widely used

for modeling purposes. Furthermore, these models are also useful for the in-

verse method to determine the soil hydraulic properties from transient data

associated with unsaturated soil water flow, or for analyses of hysteretic phe-

nomena that characterize both the relationship between θ-ψ and K-ψ, and

spatial variability of soil hydraulic properties [50]. Despite their usefulness,

these combined models do not emphasize the physical significance of their

empirical parameters [50].

On the other hand, the second approach foresees to analyze the moisture

characteristic on the basis of soil pore structure. As a matter of fact the

particle size distributions of many soils are approximately lognormal and it

seems reasonable to extends the lognormal distribution to describe the pore

radius distribution [52]. As we show below the hydraulic capacity function,

defined as the slope of the θ-ψ curve, is related to the pore radius distribu-
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tion function by transforming variables under the assumption that there is

a direct correspondence between the pore radius and the capillary pressure

[52]. Therefore the hydraulic capacity is regarded as the pore capillary pres-

sure distribution function. Unlike the previous approach based on empirical

curve fitting equations, this one has the virtue that the parameters are closely

related to the statistics of the pore capillary pressure distribution and that

exhibits great flexibility for determining retention curves of various soils.

3.2.4 Models for soil water retention

brooks and corey [82] suggested to express the effective saturation, Se,

as a power function of ψ

Se(ψ) =

{
(ψa/ψ)

λ ψ < ψa

1 ψ > ψa
(9)

where ψa and λ are the parameters of the model that has to be properly

estimated. The parameter ψa is the air-entry head and is assumed to be

a measure of the maximum sizes of pores forming a continuos network of

flow channels within a soil. The dimensionless parameter λ characterizes the

pore-size distribution, and is referred to as the pore-size distribution index.

Since Eq.(9) does not include an inflection point, but instead identifies a

distinct air-entry value, this model usually shows excellent agreement with

experimental data for soils with distinct air entry regions (J-shaped retention

curves) [51].

van genuchten [102] suggested a S-shaped model

Se(ψ) =
1

[1+ (α|ψ|)n]
m (10)

where α [L−1] and n (n > 1) represent empirical parameters that are report-

edly related to the inverse of bubbling pressure and the pore size distribu-

tion index (n = λ+ 1), respectively, and m is related to n by m = 1− 1/n.

Unlike Brooks and Corey model, Van Genuchten’s one does not account for

the air-entry head but does have an inflection point, allowing to perform bet-

ter fits for finer-textured soils and undisturbed field soils [71]. The capillary

pressure at the inflection point, ψ0, is obtained differentiating Eq.(10) twice

with respect to ψ to obtain

ψ0 = −
m1−m

α
(11)

three-parameter lognormal distribution model Following Kosugi’s

work (1994) [52] let us define a pore-size distribution function f(r), as

f(r) =
dθ

dr
(12)

where the dimension of f(r) is L−1, and r is the pore radius. According with

Mualem’s assumption [72] that the filling is ordered, before smaller pores
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are filled and hence the larger ones, as well the drying, first larger pores

are emptied and then the smaller one, in Eq.(12) f(r)dr = dθ represents the

contribution of pores with radii r → r+ dr to θ. Therefore, f(r)dr is equal

to the volume of pores with radii r → r+ dr per unit volume of soil. The
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Figure 7: The pore-size distribution is described by a two-parameters lognormal
distribution [50] for θs = 0.4, θr = 0.1, σ = 0.6, rm = 2.1 10−3[cm].
According with Mualem’s assumption water fulfills pores with radius r 6
R.

contribution to the volumetric water content, Fig.(7), of the water-filled pores

with a radius equal to or smaller than R can be computed as

θ(R) = θr +

∫R

0

f(r)dr (13)

where θr is the residual water content. Furthermore, the relation between

Se and R is

Se =
1

θs − θr

∫R

−0

f(r)dr (14)

Assuming that the soil water is retained just by capillary forces, for each

value of the radius r it is possible to determine the related matric head ψ

using the Young-Laplace’s equation, Eq.(3)

ψ(r) = −
2γaw cosα

ρwg r
=
A

r
(15)

in which pa is set to be null, and A = −(2γaw cosα)/(ρwg) is a negative

constant with an approximation value of A = −1.49 10−5m2 [9]. On the

basis of this direct correspondence between r and ψ, the distribution f(r) is

transformed into the distribution g(ψ) by the following equation:

g(ψ) = f(r(ψ))
dr

dψ
(16)
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Substituting Eq.(12) into Eq.(16) yields

g(ψ) =
dθ

dψ
(17)

Hence g(ψ)dψ represents the volume of full pores in which water is retained

by capillary pressure ψ → ψ+ dψ per unit volume of medium. And g(ψ)

can be regarded as the pore capillary pressure distribution function. From

Eq.(17) it is evident that g(ψ) is identical to the hydraulic capacity function:

c = g(ψ) =
dθ

dψ
= (θs − θr)

dSe

dψ
(18)

The relationship between θ and ψ can be obtained by integrating Eq.(17)

with the knowledge that θ = θr when ψ goes to −∞:

θ(Ψ) = θr +

∫Ψ

−∞

g(ψ)dψ (19)

where Ψ is related to R by the Young-Laplace equation. Furthermore, the

relation between Se and Ψ is

Se =
1

θs − θr

∫Ψ

−∞

g(ψ)dψ (20)

It should be noted here that g(ψ) is not a probability density function but a

function whose definite integral from −∞ to 0 equals θs − θr. The same is

true of f(r).

Under unsaturated condition Eq.(14) and Eq.(20) are equivalent because

of the assumption that there is a direct correspondence between the pore

radius and the capillary pressure. This is not anymore true when the soil is

saturated since the water pressure is no longer a function of the pore radius

but it just depends on the water table level. Therefore Eq.(20) has the benefit

of being used both under unsaturated condition and saturated one, whilst

Eq.(14) works only under unsaturated condition. The extension of Eq.(20) to

saturated condition requires some additional consideration. So far we have

assumed that the soil is rigid, actually its porosity is constant as well its

structure can not deform. If the soil is unsaturated this assumption is not

too much limiting, but this is not anymore true under saturated condition. In

the latter case the assumption of rigid soil implies that water content could

not increase, and any pressure applied to the saturated soil would transmit

instantaneously through the water volume. Instead, because the medium

is not rigid, any pressure is transmitted with a certain speed, and pressure

waves can be measured. This can be interpreted as porosity increases and

at the same time pressure varies. Thus a properly extension of Richards’

equation to saturated condition may be obtained extending the soil water

retention curve in the field of positive pressure thank adding a term which

is usually referred to as the specific specific storage. This term allows to

consider the soil as an elastic medium, and hence to describe how the water

content varies as pressure varies.
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Kosugi proposed for f(r) the following model

f(r) =
(θs − θr)rmax√
2πσr(rmax − r)

exp






−

[

ln

(

r

rmax − r

)

− µ

]2

2σ2






0 < r < rmax

(21)

where rmax represents the maximum pore radius in the medium and σ and

µ are dimensionless parameters (σ > 0 and µ > 0). This model, Eq.(21), is

derived by applying the normal distribution to the distribution of

ln

(

r

rmax − r

)

, (22)

which is given by a transformation of f(r). Here µ and σ2 are the first

moment about the origin (i.e., the mean) and the second moment about the

mean (i.e., the variance, with σ as the standard deviation) of the distribution

of Eq.(22), respectively. This model for the pore-size distribution has a three-

parameter lognormal distribution form.

By substituting Eq.(15) and Eq.(21) into Eq.(16) and differentiating, the

pore capillary pressure distribution function g(ψ) can be obtained:

g(ψ) =






(θs − θr)√
2πσ(ψa −ψ)

exp






−

[

ln

(

ψa

ψ−ψa

)

− µ

]2

2σ2






ψ < ψa

0 ψ > ψa

(23)

where ψa, which is related to rmax by Eq.(15), is the air-entry head. Dif-

ferentiating Eq.(23) with respect to ψ and setting g ′(ψ) = 0, the capillary

pressure at the peak of g(ψ), that is, the mode of g(ψ), can be derived as

function of ψa, σ, and µ:

ψ0 = ψa[1+ exp(−µ− σ2)] (24)

where ψ0 represents the mode of g(ψ). Inverting Eq.(24) with respect to µ

and substituting into Eq.(23) gives

g(ψ) =






(θs − θr)√
2πσ(ψa −ψ)

exp






−

[

ln

(

ψa −ψ

ψa −ψ0

)

− σ2
]2

2σ2






ψ < ψa

0 ψ > ψa

(25)

The above equation has an alternative three-parameter lognormal distribu-

tion form because the distribution of

ln

(

ψa −ψ

ψa −ψ0

)

, (26)

obeys the normal distribution N(σ2,σ2). The mean ψ̄, the median ψm, and

the variance σ2ψ of g(ψ) are expressed by the following functions with re-

spect to ψa, ψ0, and σ.

ψ̄ = ψa − (ψa −ψ0) exp(3σ
2/2) (27)
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ψm = ψa − (ψa −ψ0) exp(σ
2) (28)

σ2ψ = (ψa −ψ0)
2 exp(3σ2)[exp(σ2) − 1] (29)

Substituting Eq.(25) into Eq.(20) and integrating yields an expression for

water retention:

Se =






1

2
erfc









ln

(

ψa −ψ

ψa −ψ0

)

− σ2

√
2 σ









ψ < ψa

1 ψ > ψa

(30)

where erfc denotes the complementary error function. The above expression

for the saturation degree can be expressed in an equivalent form as

Se =






Q









ln
ψa −ψ

ψa −ψ0
σ

− σ









ψ < ψa

1 ψ > ψa

(31)

where Q is the complementary normal distribution function defined as

Q(x) =

∫∞

x

1√
2π

exp

(

−
u2

2

)

du (32)

two-parameter lognormal distribution model Kosugi [50] suggested

to apply a restriction to one the parameter of the retention model in order

to derive an analytical expression for the relative hydraulic conductivity ac-

cording to Mualem’s model [72]. Setting ψa = 0, Eq.(25) and Eq.(30) become

respectively

g(ψ) =
θs − θr√
2πσ(−ψ)

exp






−

[

ln

(

ψ

ψ0

)

− σ2
]2

2σ2






(33)

Se =
1

2
erfc









ln

(

ψ

ψ0

)

− σ2

√
2 σ









= Se = Q









ln

(

ψ

ψ0

)

σ
− σ









(34)

and still produce acceptable matches with retention curves of soils which

have no distinct air-entry head. The pore capillary distribution, Eq.(33)

is still not symmetrical. Looking at the Se-ψ, Fig.(9), ψ0 corresponds to the

capillary pressure at the inflection point, and the effective saturation is equal

to

Se(ψ0) = Q(−σ) (35)
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Figure 8: Curve g(ψ) - ψ with two-parameters lognormal distribution θs = 0.4,
θs = 0.1, ψ0 = 50[cm], ψm = −71.7[cm] [50].
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Figure 9: Curve Se - ψ with two-parameters lognormal distribution θs = 0.4, θs =

0.1, ψ0 = 50[cm], ψm = −71.7[cm] [50].

Consequently, small σ value reduces Se(ψ0) and makes the retention curve

steep at the inflection point. The median, ψm, is given by substituting Se =

0.5 into Eq.(34):

ψm = ψ0 exp(σ2) (36)
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Inverting Eq.(36) with respect to ψ0 and substituting into Eq.(33) and Eq.(34)

yields

g(ψ) =
θs − θr√
2πσ(−ψ)

exp






−

[

ln

(

ψ

ψm

)]2

2σ2






(37)

Se =
1

2
erfc









ln

(

ψ

ψm

)

σ









= Q









ln

(

ψ

ψm

)

σ









(38)

The capillary pressure distribution, Eq.(38), has the lognormal distribution

from since the distribution of ln(−ψ) obeys the normal distribution

N[ln(−ψm),σ2]. Consequently, ψm, is identical to the geometric mean of

g(ψ).

Finally, it is possible to determine the pore radius distribution function

f(r) corresponding to the capillary pressure distribution Eq.(38) using the

Young-Laplace equation, Eq.(15), and differentiating

f(r) =
θs − θr√
2πσr

exp






−

[

ln

(

r

rm

)]2

2σ2






(39)

where rm is the pore radius related to ψm by Young-Laplace equation.

To sum up, this model exhibits good fits as well as others emprical curve-

fitting equations [52]. Furthermore, as pointed out above, the fact the pa-

rameters of this retention model have a physical significance on the θ-ψ

curve and are related closely to the statistics of the pore radius distribution

allows analyze problems connected to soil water conductivity, soil texture,

hysteretic phenomena in water retention, spatial variability of soil hydraulic

properties, and freezing/thawing processes.

3.2.5 Models for relative hydraulic conductivity

During his experiment with saturated columns of soil, Darcy introduced

the hydraulic conductivity as a proportional factor between the pressure

gradient and the specific discharge. The saturated hydraulic conductivity

Ks has the dimension of a velocity, and it is defined as the unit of volume

of a fluid crossing a unit area perpendicular to the flow in unit time per

unit water-moving force. In a saturated medium the hydraulic conductivity

depends both on the mechanical properties of the fluid, and the geometrical

properties of the medium. Thus the saturated hydraulic conductivity can be

expressed by the follow dimensional equation

Ks = Nd
2ν−1 (40)

where N is a dimensionless factor that takes into account of the shape of

particles, d describes the soil’s structure, and ν [M(LT)−1] is the dynamic
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viscosity of the fluid. Actually, in unsaturated soil the presence of air

reduces the cross-sectional area of the water paths, and it is as if the soil’s

porosity was reduced up to the water content.

Let us define the relative hydraulic conductivity Kr as

Kr =
K

Ks
(41)

where K is the unsaturated conductivity. Following Mualem’s work [72],

based on pore size distribution, pore geometry, and connectivity, the relative

hydraulic conductivity may be expressed by integrating the contributions of

the individual pores according to Poiseulle’s flow, thus one obtains

Kr(Se) = S
1/2
e

{∫Se

0

dSe

|ψ|

/ ∫1

0

dSe

|ψ|

}2

(42)

and finally the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity can be expressed as

K = KsS
1/2
e

{∫Se

0

dSe

|ψ|

/ ∫1

0

dSe

|ψ|

}2

(43)

brooks and corey [82] substituting the Brooks and Corey soil water

retention model, Eq.(9) in Eq.(42) one obtains:

Kr = S
3+2/λ
e (44)

The combination of the water retention model expressed as Eq.(9) and the hy-

draulic conductivity model expressed as Eq.(44) is referred to as the Brooks

and Corey model.

van genuchten [102] substituting the Van Genuchten soil water reten-

tion model, Eq.(10) in Eq.(42) one obtains:

Kr = S
1/2
e [1− (1− S

1/m
e )m]2 (45)

The combination of the water retention model expressed as Eq.(10) and

the hydraulic conductivity model expressed as Eq.(45) is referred to as the

Brooks and Corey model.

two-parameter lognormal distribution model for relative

hydraulic conductivity Combining Eq.(38) in Eq.(42) gives the func-

tional relationship between Kr and Se, and Kr and ψ [50]. The integral in

Eq.(42) is transformed as follows:

∫Se

0

dSe

|ψ|
=

1

θs − θr

∫θ

θr

dθ

|ψ|
=

1

θs − θr

∫Ψ

−∞

1

|ψ|
g(ψ)dψ =

1

|A|(θs − θr)

∫R

0

rf(r)dr

(46)

When the pore-size distribution f(r) is expressed as Eq.(39) the above inte-

gral becomes

∫Se

0

dSe

|ψ|
=

1

|ψm|
exp

(

σ2

2

)

Q









ln

(

ψ

ψm

)

σ
+ σ









(47)
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Substituting Se = 1 (that is, ψ = 0) into the above equation, one obtains

∫1

0

dSe

|ψ|
=

1

|ψm|
exp

(

σ2

2

)

(48)

and thus the relative hydraulic conductivity

Kr = S
1/2
e






Q









ln

(

ψ

ψm

)

σ
+ σ














2

(49)

Finally, substituting Eq.(38) into Eq.(49), Kr, can be expressed in the term of

Se or ψ:

Kr(Se) = S
1/2
e

{
Q
[

Q−1(Se) + σ
]}2

(50)

Kr(ψ) =






Q









ln

(

ψ

ψm

)

σ














1/2




Q









ln

(

ψ

ψm

)

σ
+ σ














1/2

(51)

The combination of the water retention model expressed as Eq.(34) or Eq.(38)

and the hydraulic conductivity model expressed as Eq.(50) and Eq.(51) is

referred to as the lognormal distribution model.

3.2.6 Multimodal soil water retention function

So far, it has been shown how to obtain the soil water retention function

and hence the hydraulic conductivity starting from the knowledge of the

soil’s pore-size distribution. Doing this, the soils is assumed to be unimodal,

characterized by a single pore-size distribution function. In general soils

exhibits multimodal pore-size distribution because of specific particle-size

distributions or some genetic processes, both natural and artificial, that alter

the soil’s structure [20]. Therefore it is useful to take into account of this

multimodality to better describe all those processes occur with in the soil.

Othmer et al. [77], Durner [20], Ross and Smettem [88] proposed to describe

the retention function of these type of soils by a multi-model function

Se =

N∑

i=1

wiSe,i(ψ) (52)

where N is the number of pores systems from which the total pore-size dis-

tribution is determined, and wi is the weighting factor for each pore system

i, subjected to the constrain that 0 < wi < 1 and
∑
wi = 1. As pointed out

by Durner [20] unless the retention data are distinctly multimodal with little

overlap of pore-size distribution, physically based parameters might loose

their meaning and be considered curve-shape parameters only.

Whilst this approach allow to better describe the effect of multimodal pore-

size distribution on the retention function, on the other hand the derivation

of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity requires a numerical evaluation

of Eq.(42).
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As pointed the reliability of the hydraulic conductivity model for multi-

modal soil depends on the the assumption of isotropic organization of pores,

the validity of the Poiseuille law for flow in large pores, the problem of air

entrapment, and the problem of hysteresis [20].

3.2.7 Non isothermal water flow

So far it was assumed that the water flow is isothermal. According with

Eq.(40) the hydraulic conductivity depends both on the water density and

its viscosity. However, it is still not clear the relation between temperature

and water flow since several soil-water flow parameters are influenced by

it. The rate of change in µ with temperature is at least two order of magni-

tude greater than the rate of change in ρ with temperature. Consequently, at

constant θ, changes in K related to temperature can be attributed solely to

changes in ν with temperature. Constantz [15] proposed the follow expres-

sion to relate the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and temperature:

K(T2) = K(T1)
ν(T1)

ν(T2)
(53)

where T1 is a reference temperature usually set to 293.15 [K] and

ν(T1) = 1002 10−6 [Pa s]. Based on this equation, the value of K should

increase by over three-fold between 5°C and 60°C.

According with Kestin et al.[48] in range 265.15 6 T2 6 4213.15 the viscos-

ity at a certain temperature T2 may be expressed as

ln

[

ν(T2)

ν(T1)

]

=
−253.15− T1
T1 + 369.15

[

1.2364− 1.303 10−3(−253.15− T1)

+ 3.6 10−6(−253.15− T1)
2 + 2.55 10−8(−253.15− T1)

3
]

(54)
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3.3 mass conservation equation

The mass conservation can be usefully represented using a Petri’s net, as

shown in Fig.(10). The mass conservation equation in a control volume

θ

J ET

~Jw

Figure 10: Assume for now there is no accumulation of water on the surface. The
water content θ in the soil volume is determined by the water flux ~Jw,
the rate of precipitation J (input), and the rate of evapotranspiration ET
(outputs).

Symbol Name

J Precipitation rate

ET Evaporation
~Jw Water flux

Table 1: Definitions of mass conservation terms

may be written as

ρw
∂θw

∂t
= −ρw∇ ·~Jw (55)

The water flux ~Jw is modeled according to Darcy Buckingham’s law

~Jw = −K(ψ)~∇(ψ+ z) (56)

where K(ψ) is the hydraulic conductivity that depends on the liquid water

saturation degree, and z is the vertical coordinate assumed positive upward.

Eq.(133) has to be coupled with two closure equations one relating the water

content and suction (see Sec.(3.2.4)), the other one for hydraulic conductivity

and water content (see Sec.(3.2.5)).

The boundary conditions at the ground surface are specified by prescrib-

ing precipitation J, and the evapotranspitation, ET . The boundary condition

at the bottom of the domain is specified by prescribing the water flow, ~Jw.
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3.4 the soil energy content

The energy content E of the soil volume Vc is

E = U+ Ek + Ep (57)

where U is the internal energy, Ek the kinetic energy, and Ep the potential

energy. Studying the water flow in soils the kinetic energy may be neglected

since the water velocities are small.

The internal energy, neglecting the energy of air, can be calculated as the

sum of the internal energy of the soil particles, and water:

U = Us +Uw (58)

hence

U = Hs + hwMw (59)

where Hs, hw are respectively the enthalpy of the soil particles, and the

specific enthalpy of water. The specific enthalpy of water can be calculated

as ∫

hwdT = hw°+ cw(T − Tref) (60)

where hwř is the specific enthalpy of water at reference temperature Tref,

cw is the specific thermal capacity of water. In the same manner for ice, one

obtains ∫

hidT = hi°+ ci(T − Tref) (61)

where hiř is a the specific enthalpy of ice at reference temperature Tref, ci is

the specific thermal capacity of ice. The difference

hw°− hi° = l (62)

equals the latent heat of fusion. Eventually, posing Tref = Tm and hi° = 0,

the enthalpy of water becomes:

Hw =MwL+Mwcw(T − Tm) = ρwVwl+ ρwVwcw(T − Tm) (63)

Finally, Eq.(58) can be written as

U = ρsVscs(T − Tm) + ρwVwl+ ρwVwcw(T − Tm) (64)

Dividing Eq.(64) by the soil volume Vc one obtains the internal energy per

unit volume

u = us + usp = ρscs(T − Tref)(1− θs) + ρw[l+ cw(T − Tref)]θw (65)

The potential energy of the volume Vc is calculated as the potential energy

of just water since it is assumed that soil particles can not move:

Ep = Ep,w (66)

Thus the potential energy for a unit volume of soil can be written as

Ep = ρwVwgz (67)

and dividing by the soil volume Vc one obtains

ep = ρwθwgz (68)

which represents the potential energy per unit volume.
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3.5 energy conservation equation

The energy conservation may be usefully represented using a Petri net, as

shown in Fig.(11). The energy conservation in a control volume may be

ε

J HRn ET

~Jw
~Jg

Figure 11: The variation in time of the internal energy per unit volume ε results
from the balance of the heat fluxes within the soil and at the ground
surface.

Symbol Name

J Heat flux due to precipitation

ET Evaporation heat flux
~J
w

Heat advected by flowing water
~Jg Conduction flux

Rn Net radiation

H Sensible heat

ε Energy per unit volume

Table 2: Definition for energy conservation terms

described as
∂

∂t
(ε) =

∂

∂t
(u+ ep) = −∇ · (~J

w
+ ~Jg) (69)

where:

• ~Jg is the conduction flux, accorging to Fourier’s law, may be written

as

~Jg = −λ~∇T (70)

where λ is the thermal conductivity of the soil that depends on the

thermal conductivity of soil particles, and on the water content [17].

• ~J
θ

is the heat advected by flowing water, and may be written as

~J
w

= ρw[l+ cw(T − Tm)]~Jw (71)
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The boundary condition at the ground surface are specified by prescribing

the net radiation Rn, and the heat fluxes due to the precipitation, J, evapo-

transpitation, ET , and the sensible heat H.

The boundary condition at the bottom of the domain are specified by

prescribing both the conduction flux, ~Jg, and the heat advected by flowing

water, ~J
w
.

Deriving the right hand side of Eq.(69) one obtains

∂

∂t
(u+ ep) = [ρs(1− θs)cs + ρwθwcw]

∂T

∂t

+ ρw [l+ cw(T − Tm) + gz]
∂θw

∂t
(72)

Let us define

CT := ρscs(1− θs) + ρwθwcw (73)

the total thermal capacity of the soil volume. As we can see in Eq.(72),

the variation in time of the total energy may be seen as the sum of three

contributes: the first term of the right hand side is the sensible part and

takes into account of the variation of temperature in time, whilst the second

one takes into account of the variation of the water content.

Substituting Eq.(72) and Eq.(73) into Eq.(69) gives the following equation

CT
∂T

∂t
+ ρw [l+ cw(T − Tm) + gz]

∂θw

∂t
= −∇ · (~J

w
+ ~Jg) (74)

Using Eq.(55) in Eq.(74) gives

CT
∂T

∂t
+ ρw [l+ cw(T − Tm) + gz]

(

−∇ ·~Jw
)

= −∇ · (~J
w
+ ~Jg) (75)

Finally the energy conservation can be written as

CT
∂T

∂t
+ ρwcw~Jw · ~∇T + ρwgz∇ ·~Jw −∇ · ~Jg = 0 (76)





4 P H Y S I C S A N D E Q U AT I O N S O F

W AT E R I N F R E E Z I N G S O I L S

4.1 assumption of the freezing soils model

The purpose of this model is to study the thermal and hydrological ef-

fects of freezing-thawing processes in saturated and unsaturated soils. This

mathematical model is based on the following assumptions [16]:

• rigid soil scheme, i.e. the volume Vc is constant and no volume ex-

pansion during freezing is allowed. Therefore the density of water ρw
and of ice ρi must be considered equal, because otherwise the change

of the water density upon freezing would lead to unrealistically large

gauge pressures that cannot be converted into an expansion of the soil

matrix, due to the lack of mechanical model.

• The freezing=drying assumption [68] implies that: (i) the freezing (thaw-

ing) water is like evaporating (condensing) water; (ii) the ice pressure

is equal to the air pressure; (iii) the water and ice content in the soil

may be related to the soil matric potential according to the water reten-

tion curve; (iv) the volume Vc is representative of soil volumes above

the water table or at shallow depths below the water table, where the

water pressure may be considered similar to the atmospheric pressure.

• The phase change is assumed to occur at the thermodynamic equilib-

rium and the ice seeding and its growing is not taken into

As underlined in the first chapter, whilst the introduction of some assump-

tions allow to provide answer to well-posed questions with some degree of

approximation [54], it could not able to look upon complexity of the entire

processes involved in the frozen ground. Therefore, let us briefly remark the

above assumption.

Firstly, the rigid soil scheme assumption, and that comes with it, is a

significant easing the study of soil freezing-thawing. It is worthwhile to

stress that is strong when a soil containing water freezes, it may expand

much more than one would predict from the expansion due to the freezing

of water that is in the soil [40]. This is expansion is commonly named as frost

heave. It is worthwhile to stress that right the engineering aspect of frost

heave [40] boosted in part the development of freezing-thawing model [54].

However, since the purpose of this model is not to simulate the freezing-

induced soil deformation this assumption does not seem to be too much

limiting, but rather allow not to provide a soil mechanical model.

About the freezing=drying, most authors have not a clear view of the mo-

tivations behind it. Spaans and Baker [95] wrote: “the broad assumption

of zero gauge pressure in the ice phase has been questioned under certain

condition [69] [70], but thus far there is scant evidence against it, except

41
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in obvious cases (heaving)”. Also Hansson [31] advance doubt on the freez-

ing=drying assumption: “Usually in soil science the ice pressure is sometimes

assumed to equal the zero gauge pressure, with the reference pressure being

atmospheric. While this assumption has often been debated, no consensus

has yet been reached. In particular, if a soil is unsaturated the potential of

heaving is reduced such that the assumption of zero ice pressure is more

likely to hold”. Even though a compelling physical motivation still misses,

this assumption is widely used in literature. Firstly it allows to simplify the

Young-Laplace equation (see Sec.( 3.1)). Secondly, if the ice is regarded as

an air bubble, the water flow in it may be studied with an unsaturated flow

theory.

Freezing and thawing processes may not always occur at thermodynamic

equilibrium [54]. Disequilibrium phase change can occur at the onset of

soil freezing because temperatures can decrease more rapidly than equilib-

rium ice formation. The possibility of disequilibrium states should not be

neglected if the rate of temperature changes exceeds 0.1°Ch−1 in the range

of 0°C to −0.5°C. Furthermore, neglecting the kinetic of the phase change al-

low to assume that the melting temperature and the freezing temperature are

the same even though the freezing/thawing processes may occur at different

temperatures. Actually, all molecules in a liquid undergo Brownian motion.

For freezing to occur in a supercooled liquid, the diffusing molecules must

spontaneously form a small cluster (called a nucleus or embryo) of molecules

which has a transient structure similar to that of ice. In a supercooled liq-

uid such clusters form and dissipate rapidly. If however the cluster is larger

than some critical size, it becomes energetically favourable for other diffus-

ing molecules to join the structure, and it grows through the sample [109].

Thus it is possible to cool water below the melting temperature without it

turns into ice (metastable state), whilst it is not possible to maintain water in

solid state at a temperature slightly above the melting point unless it stars

thawing.
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4.2 young-laplace equation

The derivation of the Young-Laplace equation in presence of ice will be

performed following Dall’Amico’s work [17].

Assuming that the same relation applies for water-air and water-ice inter-

face, one obtains:






pw = pa − γaw
∂Aaw()

Vw
= pa − paw(r)

pw = pi − 2γiw
∂Aiw()

∂Vw
pi − piw(r)

(77)

Let us suppose an unsaturated soil where the water invades the pores

having menisci of radius r 6 R. Accordingly with Young-Laplace’s equation,

the water pressure at the macroscale is

pw0 = pa − γaw
∂Aaw(r0)

Vw
= pa − paw(R) (78)

where pw0 is the water negative pressure due to the menisci surfaces created

by the water-air interface in the pores with radius r < R.

Let us suppose to freeze some water in the soil: this means that the water-

air interface present at R is replaced by an ice-air interface, and that a new

ice-water interface is created at a smaller radius r. Consequently the water

in the capillary of radius r will be subject to a new pressure pw1, and the ice

will be subject to the pressure pi. Hence one obtains:






pw1 = pi − γiw
∂Aiw(r)

Vw
:= pi − piw(r)

pi = pa − γai
∂Aai(R)

Vw
:= pa − pai(R)

(79)

This implies:

pw1 = pa − γai
∂Aai(R)

Vw
− γiw

∂Aiw(r)

Vw
(80)

In agreement with the assumption freezing=drying, we should think that the

ice in the capillary behaves like air, i.e. the water below receives an increment

in negative pressure (suction) as if the water was evaporated or drained. In

this case the water pressure pw1 would be the same as no ice would be

present, and the ice pressure is equal to air pressure. Thus this hypothesis

implies that

pw1 = pa − paw(r) (81)

pi = pa − pia(R) ≡ pa (82)

which means that the interface pressure ice-water is equal to the interface

pressure air-water and that the interface pressure ice-air is zero if the pres-

sure gauge of air is taken to be null. Therefore from the assumption freez-

ing=drying and the capillary representation, straightly derives that ice phase

has a “zero-gauge” pressure.
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4.3 freezing point depression

The phase change of pure water at atmospheric pressure occurs in a sim-

ple switching mechanism when the melting temperature, Tm = 273.15 K, is

crossed. Instead the water in soil pores freezes-thaws over a range of tem-

peratures that can be several degrees below the melting temperature. This

is the consequence of both the presence of solutes and the effect of capillary

and absorptive forces that attract liquid water to the soil pore apertures and

soil particles, respectively. Thus at equilibrium, considering an unsaturated

volume of soil at a certain temperature below Tm water and ice will coex-

ist since the melting temperature may differ in each point of the volume

accordingly to the concentration of solutes and capillary absorptive forces.

4.3.1 The Gibbs-Thomson equation

The derivation of the Gibbs-Thomson equation will be performed follow-

ing Dall’Amico’s Doctoral Thesis [17] and Acker’s work [2].

The thermodynamic equilibrium of retained water and ice in soil can be

studied considering the equilibrium of an aqueous solution in a capillary

tube. Since in a capillary tube the surface-to-volume ratio is small the in-

ternal energy associated to the interface can not be neglected. As proposed

by Safran [90] interfaces should be better treated as phases by themselves,

where the surface energy plays the role of pressure, and area plays the role

of volume. The total variation of the internal energy for each phase is






dUw(T ,p,M) = TwdSw() − pwdVw() + µw()dMw

dUi(T ,p,M) = TidSi() − pidVi() + µi()dMi

dUiw(T ,p,M) = γiw
∂Aiw()

∂Vw
dVw()

(83)

where T , p, M, S, V , µ, Aiw are the temperature, pressure, mass,

entropy, volume, chemical potential of the phases, and Aiw the area of the

interface. The parenthesis make clear which are the independent variables

and which are the dependent ones. In a closed system dU = 0, thus:

dUw() + dUi() + dUiw = 0 (84)

which means that

dUw() + dUiw() := dU
∗

w() = −dUi() (85)

TwdSw() −

(

pw + γiw
∂Aiw()

∂Vw

)

dVw() + µw()dMw =

− TidSi() + pidVi() + µi()dMi (86)

At the equilibrium the entropy of a closed system tends to a maximum:

dS(U,V ,M) = 0 (87)
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hence, considering that dMw = −dMi, dVw = dVi, and that dS = dSw+dSi
one obtains

dS() =

(

1

Tw
−
1

Ti

)

dUw() +









pw + γiw
∂Aiw()

∂Vw
Tw

−
pi

Ti









dVw

−

(

µw()

Tw
−
µi()

Ti

)

dMw = 0 (88)

The co-existence of solid and liquid phases under varying thermodynamic

conditions in a capillary tube requires:

Ti = Tw (89a)

pi = pw + γiw
∂Aiw()

∂Vw
(89b)

µi = µw (89c)

namely the thermal equilibrium, Eq.(89a), the mechanical equilibrium,

Eq.(89b), and the chemical equilibrium, Eq.(89c).

When an aqueous solution freezes, the ice is nearly pure, and the remain-

ing unfrozen water is the solvent for all of the solutes, at concentrations that

become very large as temperature falls [109]. Consequently, the chemical

potential of liquid water is modified by the osmotic pressure whilst the ice

does not. It is also assumed that the liquid phase is incompressible, and the

specific entropy is constant over the temperature range of interest. Thus the

chemical potential of the liquid water can be written as:

µw(Tw,pw, x) = µ°(Tm,pa) + νw(pw − pa) + sw(Tm − Tw) − νwπw(Tw, x)

(90)

where µ° is the chemical potential of pure water at the planar melting

point Tm and atmospheric pressure pa, νw is the specific volume of water,

sw the specific entropy of pure water at standard pressure and temperature;

πw is the osmotic pressure of the solution and x is the solute mole fraction

in the liquid. It is assumed that the osmotic pressure of the solution is only

a function of temperature and mole fraction of the solute.

Furthermore, let us assume that there are no nonisotropic stresses on the

ice, that the ice is incompressible, and that over the temperature range of

interest, the specific entropy of the ice is independent of temperature, then

the chemical potential of ice can be written:

µi(Ti,pi) = µ°(Tm,pa) + νi(pi − pa) + si(Tm − Ti) (91)

where νi is the specific volume of ice, si the specific entropy of ice at stan-

dard pressure and temperature. As Eq.(89c) Eq.(89a) establish, thus

νw(pw−pa)+ sw(Tm−T∗)−νwπw(T
∗, x) = νi(pi−pa)+ si(Tm−T∗) (92)

where T∗ is the temperature at the equilibrium. According with the freez-

ing=drying assumption, the mechanical equilibrium at the ice-water interface

is not fulfilled and Eq.(89b) turns in

pa − pw = γaw
∂Aaw

∂Vw
(93)
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Combining the above equation and Eq.(92) one obtains

Tm − T∗ =
γawνw

(sw − si)

∂Aaw

∂Vw
+

νwπw

(sw − si)
(94)

Given the definition of the specific enthalpy:

dh = Tds (95)

and considering that the phase change occurs at constant pressure and tem-

perature, on obtains

sw − si =
1

Tm

∫w

i

dh =
l

Tm
(96)

where l is the specific latent heat of fusion. Substituting Eq.(96) into Eq.(94)

gives the following equation

∆T = Tm − T∗ =
γawνwTm

l

∂Awa

∂Vw
+
νwπwTm

l
(97)

that allow to know the freezing point depression ∆T once the capillary

radius r and the osmotic pressure of the solution πw are known.

Furthermore the above equation can be written as

∆T =
2γawνwTm cosα

l r
+
νwπwTm

l
(98)
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4.4 water and ice in soils

4.4.1 The volume conservation

Let us consider a rigid control volume of soil Vc. Generally it is a compos-

ite of four different constituents, Fig.(12),: (i) soil particles, (ii) ice, (iii) liquid

water, (iv) and gas or air. The volume conservation requires:

Air gas

Ice

Liquid water

Soil particle

Va

Vi

Vw

Vs

Vc

Ma

Mw

Ms

Ms

Mc

Mass Volume

Figure 12: Frozen soil constituents and schematization of the control volume Vc
[80].

Vs + Vi + Vw + Va = Vs + Vvoids = Vc (99)

Let us define:

θi :=
Vi

Vc
(100)

the adimensional and ice content.

It is usefull to introduce the total water volume in the soil as

Vtot = Vw + Vi (101)

hence

θ :=
Vtot

Vc
= θw + θi (102)

The total water content has to satisfy the follow restriction:

0 6 θr 6 θ 6 θs 6 1 (103)

where θr and θs are respectively the residual water content and the water

content at saturation that corresponds to the soil porosity.
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It is worthwhile to underline that during the phase change of water the

mass is conserved and not the volume because of the different density of

water and ice, thus:

dMw + dMi = 0 (104)

4.4.2 Model for soil water retention

Because of capillary effects and dissolved salt there will be a range of de-

pressed melting point over which the soil will freeze, therefore also freezing

is a selective process (see Sec( 4.3)). So far only capillary effect will be con-

sidered. From Gibbs-Thomson equation Eq.(94) it is possible to determine

the radius at which occurs the water-ice interface for each temperature:

r̂(T) := −
2 γawνwTm cosα

l(T − Tm)
for T < Tm (105)

At T = Tm the water-ice interface is flat, i.e. r→∞.

It should be emphasized that r̂ depends just on temperature and define

the pore-size at which the water-ice interface occurs. Let us assume that

water occupies pores with radius up to R and temperature drops below Tm.

Looking at Fig.(13), since r̂ < R liquid water will be confined in pores with

radius smaller than r̂, while between r̂ and R ice will form. If some water

will be added to the system it will turn into ice.

On the other hand, in Fig.(14) r̂ is greater than R thus the entire water

content is in the liquid phase. Whereby ice forms, it will be necessary to add

water up to r̂, otherwise the added water will remain in liquid phase.

The knowledge of the radius at which the ice-water interface occurs at

each temperature below the melting point, allows to easily extends the two-

parameter lognormal distribution model for soil water retention [50] also to

the frozen soil in order to determine the water and ice content. Therefore, as

well the water content was defined as Eq.(13), it is possible to introduce the

following definitions for the liquid water content

θw = θr +

∫ r̂

0

f(r)dr (106)

and for the ice content

θi =

∫R

r̂

f(r)dr (107)

where f(r) is the pore radius distribution function, Eq.(39), corresponding

to the two-parameter lognormal distribution model for soil water retention,

Eq.(38). Furthermore we can notice that in the first case, Fig.(13), at r̂ the

water-ice interface really occurs, whilst in the second one, Fig.(14), r̂ identi-

fies a “potential” water-ice interface since there is no enough water for ice

forming. Thus to make the definitions of both the water and the ice content,

Eq.(106) Eq.(107), consistently with the physics of the problem it is necessary

to introduce the following definition

r∗(R, T) =






R if r̂ > R or T > Tm

r̂ = −
2γawνwTm cosα

l(T − Tm)
otherwise

(108)
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Thus one obtains

θw = θr +

∫r∗

0

f(r)dr (109)

and

θi =

∫R

r∗
f(r)dr (110)

To better clarify the meaning of Eq.(108) it is worthwhile to look again

at Fig.(13) and Fig.(14). In Fig.(13), according with Eq.(108) the water-ice

interface r∗ is set to coincides with r̂ and therefore Eq.(109) and Eq.(110)

becomes respectively

θw = θr +

∫r∗

0

f(r)dr θi =

∫R

r∗
f(r)dr (111)

consistently with the fact that both the water and ice occur.

Conversely in Fig.(14), according with Eq.(108) the water-ice interface r∗ is

set to coincides with R and therefore Eq.(109) and Eq.(110) becomes respec-

tively

θw = θr +

∫R

0

f(r)dr θi =

∫R

R

f(r)dr = 0 (112)

consistently with the state of the system.
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Figure 13: The pore-size distribution is described by a two-parameters lognormal
distribution [50] for θs = 0.4, θr = 0.1, σ = 0.6, rm = 2.1 10−3[cm]. Let
us assume that ρw = ρi. According with Eq.(108) water in pores with
radius smaller than r∗ remains liquid, whilst that in pores with radius
r∗ 6 r 6 R turns into ice.

According with Kosugi’s water retention model we have that

g(ψ) = f(r(ψ))
dr

dψ
(113)
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Figure 14: The pore-size distribution is described by a two-parameters lognormal
distribution [50] for θs = 0.4, θr = 0.1, σ = 0.6, rm = 2.1 10−3[cm]. Since
r̂ > R the entire water does not freeze and according with Eq.(108) it has
to be set r∗ = r̂.

and hence the water content and the ice content may be expressed as

θw = θr +

∫ψ∗

−∞

g(ψ)dψ θi =

∫Ψ

ψ∗

g(ψ)dψ (114)

where Ψ is related to R by Eq.(3), and according with Eq.(108) ψ∗ is defined

as:

ψ∗(Ψ, T) =






Ψ if r̂ > −
2γaw cosα

ρwgΨ
or T > Tm

ψ̂ = ψ(r̂) =
l(T − Tm)

g Tm
otherwise

(115)

4.4.3 The phase transition

As seen in Sec.(3.2.4) the water content can be written as

θw = θr +

∫r∗

0

f(r)dr (116)

whilst the ice content

θi =

∫R

r∗
f(r)dr (117)

Neglecting water flux, during freezing/thawing processes the mass of the

system must be conserved:

ρwθ = ρwθw + ρiθi (118)
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hence

ρw

(

θr +

∫R

0

f(r)dr

)

= ρw

(

θr +

∫r∗

0

f(r)dr

)

+ ρi

∫R

r∗
f(r)dr (119)

the left hand side term is the total water mass, on the right hand side the

first term is the unfrozen water mass and the second one is the ice mass.

Assuming that both the water and the ice density are time independent,

the time derivative of Eq.(119) is:

ρw
∂

∂t

∫R

0

f(r)dr = ρw
∂

∂t

∫r∗

0

f(r)dr+ ρi
∂

∂t

∫R

r∗
f(r)dr (120)

Expanding time derivatives in the right hand side term one obtains

ρw
∂

∂t

∫R

0

f(r)dr = ρw
∂r∗

∂t
f(r∗) + ρi

(

∂R

∂t
f(R) −

∂r∗

∂t
f(r∗)

)

(121)

According to the definition of r∗, Eq.(108), its time derivative becomes

∂r∗

∂t
=






∂R

∂t
if r̂ > R or T > Tm

∂r̂

∂t
=
2γawνwTm cosα

(T − Tm)2
∂T

∂t
otherwise

(122)

From Eq.(122) it is clear how when the temperature increases, ∂T/∂t > 0,

also r̂ will increase, ∂r̂/∂t > 0. As a consequence, r̂ moves towards R and

these leads to ice content decreasing, consistently with the thawing process

(∂T/∂t > 0). On freezing the contrary is also true: while temperature drops

r̂ becomes smaller and smaller and the ice content increases.

Therefore the phase transition from water to ice (or vice versa) can be

easily obtain deriving respect to time Eq.(110)

∂θi

∂t
=
∂R

∂t
f(R) −

∂r∗

∂t
f(r∗) (123)

This equation states that the variation in time of the ice content is due to the

contribution of two terms. The first term on the right hand side takes into

account of the variation of θi due to the variation of the total water content.

To better clarify, let us suppose that r∗ < R and r∗ does not vary in time,

i.e. ∂T/∂t = 0. Hence if water is added according to Mualem’s assumption,

pores with radius larger than R will be fulfilled, i.e. ∂R/∂t > 0. Conse-

quently the added water turns into ice, Fig(15). The contrary is also true.

Thus we can observe a variation of the ice content at constant temperature

just because there is a variation of the total water content.

Regarding the second term, it takes into account of the variation of the

ice content due to the variation of r∗ i.e. of temperature. Likewise before,

assuming that r∗ < R and that R does not vary in time, i.e. the total wa-

ter content is constant in time. Let us suppose to cool the soil sample i.e.

∂T/∂t < 0, hence according with Eq.(122) ∂r∗/∂t < 0. This means that water

freezes and thus ∂θi/∂t > 0, Fig(16). On the contrary warming (∂T/∂t > 0)

yields to have ∂r∗/∂t > 0 and consequently ∂θi/∂t < 0.
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Figure 15: Let us assume that r∗ < R and r∗ does not vary in time, i.e. ∂T/∂t = 0.
Additionally let us assume that ρw = ρi. The added water in the time
δt turns into ice.
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Figure 16: Let us assume that r∗ < R and R does not vary in time, i.e. no water is
added to the system. Additionally let us assume that ρw = ρi. As tem-
perature falls further consequently r̂ becomes smaller and liquid turn
into ice.
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As before, it is possible to derive the phase transition in terms of ψ. Actu-

ally, Eq.(119) may be written as

ρw

(

θr +

∫Ψ

−∞

g(ψ)dψ

)

= ρw

(

θr +

∫ψ∗

−∞

g(ψ)dψ

)

+ ρi

∫Ψ

ψ∗

g(ψ)dψ (124)

Deriving with respect to time yields

ρw
∂

∂t

∫Ψ

−∞

g(ψ)dψ = ρw
∂ψ∗

∂t
g(ψ∗) + ρi

(

∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) −

∂ψ∗

∂t
g(ψ∗)

)

(125)

According to the definition of ψ∗, Eq.(115), its time derivative becomes

∂ψ∗

∂t
=






∂Ψ

∂t
if r̂ > −

2γaw cosα

ρwgΨ
or T > Tm

∂ψ̂

∂t
=

l

g Tm

∂T

∂t
otherwise

(126)

Therefore the phase transition may be equivalently expressed as a function

of ψ:
∂θi

∂t
=
∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) −

∂ψ∗

∂t
g(ψ∗) (127)

comparison with dall’amico’s model Even though this model is based

on the same assumptions of Dall’Amico’s one, the phase change of water is

obtained in a slightly different way.

In this work the variation in time of the ice content is derived extending

Kosugi’s water retention model [50] to the case of freezing soil using the

Gibbs-Thomason equation. Using the Gibbs-Thomson equation it is possible

to know the pore radius at which the equilibrium between ice and water

takes place, thus the ice content is determined likewise the liquid water

content, Eq.(111).

Dall’Amico [17] [16] starting from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation cou-

pled with the freezing=drying assumption derived both the formulation for

the freezing-point depression due to capillary forces and one for the un-

frozen water pressure. Actually, according with the freezing=drying assump-

tion, freezing (thawing) water is like evaporating (condensing) water [16]

and this means a variation of the liquid water pressure. Using the notation

proposed by Dall’Amico [16] the formulation of the liquid water suction

ψ(T) under freezing conditions [16], valid both for saturated and unsatu-

rated soils, is

ψ(T) = ψw0 +
l

g T∗
(T − T∗)H(T∗ − T) (128)

where H is the Heaviside function, and ψw0 denotes the suction correspond-

ing to the total water content (i.e. ψw0 is analogous to Ψ). Dall’Amico

proposed to model the soil water retention curve according with the Van

Genuchten model, thus the total water content becomes:

θ = θr + (θs − θr){1+ [−αψw0]
n}−m (129)

whilst the liquid water content is:

θw(T) = θr + (θs − θr){1+ [−αψ(T)]n}−m (130)
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The above equation can be interpreted as an extension of the soil water re-

tention curve which takes in to account of the soil temperature. Usually

Eq.(130) is referred to as soil freezing characteristic curve. Therefore one ob-

tains several Soil Freezing Characteristic Curves (SFC): θw = θw(T)|ψw0 that

represent the allowed unfrozen water content at a given ψ0 as a function of

temperature [17]. Finally the ice content is determined as

θi =
ρw

ρi
{θ(ψw0) − θw[ψ(T)]}, (131)

and under the assumption of rigid soil (i.e ρw = ρi) it becomes:

θi = θ(ψw0) − θw[ψ(T)] (132)
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Figure 17: Top: the red surface represent the ration θw/θs at different temperatures
and various total water content given by ψw0. Bottom: the blue surface
represent the total water content admitted by ψw0, i.e. the upper bound-
ary of the liquid water. Among the surfaces lies the ice region. Red line:
SFC at complete saturation, i.e. when ψw0. Blue line: SWRC at positive
temperatures, [17].
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4.5 mass conservation equation

Looking at Fig.(10) and by making use of Eq.(120) the mass conservation

in a control volume may be described as

ρw
∂θw

∂t
+ ρi

∂θi

∂t
= −ρw∇ ·~Jw (133)

According with the freezing=drying assumption the flux is allowed only for

liquid water, so it just depends on the gradient of liquid water

~Jw = −K(ψ∗)~∇(ψ∗ + z) (134)

where, and K(ψ∗) is the hydraulic conductivity that depends on the liquid

water saturation degree, and ψ∗ is defined as in Eq.(115). The mass conser-

vation , Eq.(133), has to be coupled with two closure equations one relating

the water content and suction, the other one for hydraulic conductivity and

water content.

The boundary conditions at the ground surface are specified by prescrib-

ing precipitation J, and the evapotranspitation, ET . The boundary condition

at the bottom of the domain is specified by prescribing the water flow, ~Jw.

Using Eq.(125) in Eq.(133) gives

ρw
∂ψ∗

∂t
g(ψ∗) + ρi

(

∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) −

∂ψ∗

∂t
g(ψ∗)

)

= ρw∇ · [K(ψ∗)~∇(ψ∗ + z)] (135)

The mass conservation written as in Eq.(135) can be seen as a general-

ization, taking into account the water phase change, of the well known

Richards’ equation used to model the flow of water in unsaturated soil. As a

matter of fact, according to Eq.(115) and Eq.(126), if we assume that T > Tm,

thus there is no ice so the total water content θ coincides with the liquid

water content θw, then the mass conservation equation, Eq.(135), simplifies

as

ρw
∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) = ρw∇ · [K(Ψ)~∇(Ψ+ z)] (136)

It is worthwhile to underline that the left hand side term of the above equa-

tion, consistently with Eq.(112), may be written as

ρw
∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) = ρw

∂θ

∂t
(137)

and substituting in Eq.(136) yields:

ρw
∂θ

∂t
= ρw∇ · [K(Ψ)~∇(Ψ+ z)] (138)

Since under unsaturated condition it assumed to be a direct correspondence

between the pore radius and the capillary pressure, Eq.(138) is properly the

Richards’ equation.

However the mass conservation as written in Eq.(135) takes into account

of the different density of water and ice that will lead to freezing-induced

soil deformation. Therefore, beyond the energy conservation equation it

will be necessary to provide a soil mechanical model ables to accomplish

soil deformation. To overcame this problem, the freezing=drying assumption
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is used. Therefore, consistently with this hypothesis the water density is set

equal to the ice one and Eq.(135) becomes

∂θ

∂t
:=
∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) = ∇ · [K(ψ∗)~∇(ψ∗ + z)] (139)

The above equation states that the variation of the total water content is due

to the flux of liquid water.

Now it possible to express the variation in time of the liquid water content

as the difference of the total water content and the ice content:

∂θw

∂t
=
∂θ

∂t
−
∂θi

∂t
(140)

where the the ice variation in time is expressed by Eq.(123)

4.6 the soil energy content

The energy content E of the soil volume Vc is

E = U+ Ek + Ep (141)

where U is the internal energy, Ek the kinetic energy, and Ep the potential

energy. Studying the water flow in soils the kinetic energy may be neglected

since the water velocities are small.

The internal energy, neglecting the energy of air and excluding the work of

volume expansion passing from the liquid to frozen state, consistently with

the freezing=drying assumption, can be calculated as the sum of the internal

energy of the soil particles, ice and liquid water:

U = Us +Ui +Uw (142)

hence

U = Hs + hiMi + hwMw (143)

where Hs, hi, hw are respectively the enthalpy of the soil particles, the

specific enthalpy of ice, and the specific enthalpy of water. The specific

enthalpy of water can be calculated as

∫

hwdT = hw°+ cw(T − Tref) (144)

where hwř is the specific enthalpy of water at reference temperature Tref,

cw is the specific thermal capacity of water. In the same manner for ice, one

obtains ∫

hidT = hi°+ ci(T − Tref) (145)

where hiř is a the specific enthalpy of ice at reference temperature Tref, ci
is the specific thermal capacity of ice. The difference

hw°− hi° = l (146)
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equals the latent heat of fusion. Eventually, posing Tref = Tm and hiř = 0,

the enthalpies of water and ice become:

Hw =MwL+Mwcw(T − Tm) = ρwVwl+ ρwVwcw(T − Tm) (147a)

Hi =Mici(T − Tm) = ρiVici(T − Tm) (147b)

Finally, Eq.(142) can be written as

U = ρsVscs(T − Tm) + ρiVici(T − Tm) + ρwVwl+ ρwVwcw(T − Tm) (148)

Dividing Eq.(148) by the soil volume Vc one obtains the internal energy per

unit volume

u = us + ui + usp = ρscs(T − Tref)(1− θs) + ρici(T − Tref)θi

+ ρw[l+ cw(T − Tref)]θw (149)

The potential energy can be calculated as the sum of the potential energy

of the ice and liquid water:

Ep = Ep,i + Ep,w (150)

in which the potential energy of the soil is neglected since it is assumed not

to vary. Thus the potential energy for a unit volume of soil can be written as

Ep = ρiVigz+ ρwVwgz (151)

and dividing by the soil volume Vc one obtains

ep = ρiθigz+ ρwθwgz (152)

which represent the potential energy per unit volume.

4.7 energy conservation equation

As seen before the energy conservation can be usefully represented using

a Petri’s net, Fig.(11). Considering a soil volume one obtains

∂

∂t
(ε) =

∂

∂t
(u+ ep) = −∇ · (~J

w
+ ~Jg) (153)

where:

• ~Jg is the conduction flux, according to Fourier’s law, may be written

as
~Jg = −λ~∇T (154)

where λ is the thermal conductivity of the soil that depends on the

thermal conductivity of soil particles, and on the proportions of ice

and water [17].

• ~J
w

is the heat advected by flowing water, and may be written as

~J
w

= ρw[l+ cw(T − Tm)]~Jw (155)

The heat advection is due only by liquid water flow according with t
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The boundary condition at the ground surface are specified by prescribing

the net radiation Rn, and the heat fluxes due to the precipitation, J, evapo-

transpiration, ET , and the sensible heat H.

The boundary condition at the bottom of the domain are specified by

prescribing both the conduction flux, ~Jg, and the heat advected by flowing

water, ~J
w
.

Deriving the right hand side of Eq.(153) one obtains

∂

∂t
(u+ ep) = [ρs(1− θs)cs + ρiθici + ρwθwcw]

∂T

∂t

+ ρw [l+ cw(T − Tm) + gz]
∂θw

∂t
+ ρi[ci(T − Tm) + gz]

∂θi

∂t
(156)

Let us define

CT := ρscs(1− θs) + ρiθici + ρwθwcw (157)

the total thermal capacity of the soil volume. As we can see in Eq.(156),

the variation in time of the total energy may be seen as the sum of three

contributes: the first term of the right hand side is the sensible part and

takes into account of the variation of temperature in time, whilst the last

two terms take into account of the variation of the ice and water content.

Substituting Eq.(156) and Eq.(157) into Eq.(153) gives the following equa-

tion

CT
∂T

∂t
+ ρw [l+ cw(T − Tm) + gz]

∂θw

∂t
+ ρi[ci(T − Tm) + gz]

∂θi

∂t
=

−∇ · (~J
w
+ ~Jg) (158)

Using Eq.(140) in Eq.(158) gives

CT
∂T

∂t
+ ρw [l+ cw(T − Tm) + gz]

(

−∇ ·~Jw −
ρi

ρw

∂θi

∂t

)

+ ρi[ci(T − Tm) + gz]
∂θi

∂t
= −∇ · (~J

w
+ ~Jg) (159)

Finally the energy conservation can be written as

CT
∂T

∂t
− ρil

∂θi

∂t
+ ρi[(cw − ci)(T − Tm)]

∂θi

∂t

+ ρwcw~Jw · ~∇T + ρwgz∇ ·~Jw −∇ · ~Jg = 0 (160)

Substituting the time derivative of the ice content, Eq.(110), into the above

equation, and since ρw = ρi yields

CT
∂T

∂t
− ρil

(

∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) −

∂ψ∗

∂t
g(ψ∗)

)

− ρi[(cw − ci)(T − Tm)]

(

∂Ψ

∂t
g(ψ) −

∂ψ∗

∂t
g(ψ∗)

)

+ ρicw~Jw · ~∇T + ρwgz∇ ·~Jw −∇ · ~Jg = 0 (161)

The energy conservation equation, Eq.(161), can be analyzed both in pres-

ence and absence of ice according with Eq.(115) and Eq.(126).
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Let us assume there is no ice, hence we have

ψ∗ = Ψ,
∂ψ∗

∂t
=
∂Ψ

∂t
(162)

respectively. Therefore Eq.(161) becomes

CT
∂T

∂t
+ ρwcw~Jw · ~∇T + ρwgz∇ ·~Jw −∇ · ~Jg = 0 (163)

and according with Eq.(115) the water flux is expressed as

~Jw = −K(Ψ)~∇(Ψ+ z)] (164)

Otherwise, when ice occurs, Eq.(115) and Eq.(126) yields

ψ∗ = ψ̂,
∂ψ∗

∂t
=

l

g Tm

∂T

∂t
(165)

respectively. Therefore Eq.(161) becomes

CT
∂T

∂t
− ρil

(

∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) −

l

g Tm

∂T

∂t
g(ψ̂)

)

− ρi[(cw − ci)(T − Tm)]

(

∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ) −

l

g Tm

∂T

∂t
g(ψ̂)

)

+ ρicw~Jw · ~∇T + ρwgz∇ ·~Jw −∇ · ~Jg = 0 (166)

where the water flux is expressed as

~Jw = ∇ · [K(ψ̂)~∇(ψ̂+ z)] (167)

Eq.(166) can be rewrite as

CT
∂T

∂t
+ ρi [l+ (cw − ci)(T − Tm)]

l

g Tm

∂T

∂t
g(ψ̂)

− ρi [l+ (cw − ci)(T − Tm)]
∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ)

+ ρicw~Jw · ~∇T + ρwgz∇ ·~Jw −∇ · ~Jg = 0 (168)

where the term:

CT + ρi [l+ (cw − ci)(T − Tm)]
l

g Tm
g(ψ̂) = CT +Cph := Ca (169)

is usually referred to as the apparent heat capacity and is the sum of two

contributes: CT which accounts for the sensible heat transmitted to the soil

matrix, and Cph which account for the latent heat released by phase change.

Finally the equation for the energy conservation may be written as:

Cph
∂T

∂t
− ρi [l+ (cw − ci)(T − Tm)]

∂Ψ

∂t
g(Ψ)

+ ρicw~Jw · ~∇T + ρwgz∇ ·~Jw −∇ · ~Jg = 0 (170)



5 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this work the equations for the water flow in an unsaturated freez-

ing soil and the coupled energy conservation have been derived. This was

achieved starting from the basic principles of thermodynamics and the the-

ory of the water flow in unsaturated unfrozen soils according with Mualem’s

assumption [72]).

Starting from the fact that water in soils freezes over a range of tempera-

ture determined by the capillary forces and dissolved solutes, the derivation

of the mass conservation equation has firstly required to determine the freez-

ing depression point of soil water. Thus, according with the freezing=drying

and the thermodynamic equilibrium assumptions (see Sec.(4.1)) the Gibbs-

Thomson equation Eq.(98) was throughly derived considering a capillary

tube within which a water solution is in equilibrium with ice [17] [2]. From

this equation it is possible to determine for each temperature below Tm the

capillary radius at which the thermodynamic equilibrium between liquid

water and ice is reached.

Since a volume of soil may be presented as an equivalent bundle of capil-

laries, with identical retention properties as the real soil [51], this result has

been straightforward applied to Kosugi’s two-parameters retention model in

order to determine at every temperature and how much water is liquid and

how much is ice (see Sec.(4.4.2)). Doing this a restriction on the radius of

the ice-water interface has been introduced to guarantee that it is not possi-

ble to freeze/thaw more water than that is present in the soil. Additionally,

this approach allowed to derive an explicit equation for the variation in time

of the ice content (see Sec.(4.4.3)). Thanks the Young-Laplace under unsat-

urated condition it is possible to express the water content, the ice content,

and the phase transition equation without regard as a function either of the

pore radius or of the pressure. Hence the equation for the total water con-

tent conservation has been obtained imposing ρw = ρi according with the

rigid soil scheme, and modeling the water flux with Darcy’s Buckingham’s

equation. The water flux within a frozen soil is assumed analogous to that

in unsaturated soil, according to the freezing=drying assumption [68]. Finally

the liquid water is obtained as the difference between the the total water

content and the ice content.

Regarding the energy conservation equation, within the local averaging

volume, it was derived assuming that soil particles, ice and liquid water are

at the thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. all of them have the same temper-

ature, the air phase is neglected as well the kinetic energy of water since

velocities in porous media are small, and the potential energy of soil since it

is assume that it does not change. Additionally the freezing=drying assump-

tion and the rigid soil scheme, i.e. pi = pa ← 0 and ρw = ρi respectively,

allowed to neglect the work due freezing expansion.

61
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The result is a system of two coupled non linear differential equations on

the unknowns (ψ, T ). Thus thanks to the mass conservation equation the

water flow and the phase change is modeled. Including the water flow it

is possible to model the heat advection in the energy conservation that as

discussed in the first chapter has a significant importance. Furthermore a

physical-based equation for the phase change allows the treatment of the la-

tent heat in the heat equation as an apparent heat capacity. In addition to the

soil water retention curve and relative hydraulic conductivity it is necessary

to provide two further closure equations one for the thermal conductivity

and one for the capacity both dependent on the ice and water content [17].

So far a numerical scheme to solve this system is not provided. It was shown

(3.3) that when ice does not occur the mass and energy conservation equa-

tion for freezing soils naturally modify to those derived for the unfrozen

soils. In the latter case the equations for the mass conservation may be

conveniently solved with the nested Newton algorithm proposed by Casulli

and Zanolli [14]. Although Casulli and Zanolli presented the nested New-

ton by making use of Brooks and Corey soil water retention model and Van

Genuchten one, it is worthwhile to underline that Kosugi’s two-parameter

retention model satisfies the mathematical requirement to apply this numer-

ical scheme as well as Brook and Corey, and Van Genuchten ones. With

regards the energy conservation equation it may be efficiently solve with an

implicit up-wind finite different scheme [29]. Additionally this model will

have to be included into an hydrological model in order to provide the right

definition of boundaries conditions.

The main feature of this model is represented by making use of the Ko-

sugi’s model to derive the soil hydraulic properties starting from the knowl-

edge of the pore-size distribution. This model coupled with the Gibbs-

Thomson equation, derived as a function of the pore radius and osmotic

pressure of the solution, has been extended to the case of freezing soils.

A number of unresolved theoretical issues persist for simulating coupled

thermal and hydraulic processes in freezing or thawing soils:

• coupling Kosugi’s water retention model and the Gibbs-Thomson equa-

tion allowed to derive the equations for the mass and energy conserva-

tion for unsaturated freezing soils. This model should be properly

extended in order to deal with the freezing/thawing processes un-

der saturated condition. Actually, under saturated condition the wa-

ter pressure is just determined by the water table level. So water is

not subjected anymore to the capillary forces and it is not possible

to determine a one-to-one relationship between water pressure and

pore radius. Furthermore the freezing temperature varies with tem-

perature according with Clausius-Clapeyron equation [16]. Whilst in

presence of capillary forces water freezes at temperature below Tm,

and the liquid water content and the ice content may be determined

using the Gibbs-Thomson equation, under saturated conditions water

may freezes at temperature above Tm but the model as presented so

far does not allows to determine how much water turns into ice and

vice versa. On the contrary, Dall’Amico proposed a model in which

the phase change is derived by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and
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hence this model may take into account of freezing variably-saturated

soil.

• the freezing-drying assumption does not allow to properly model the ice

pressure. Of course this issue depends on the model scope, becomes

important dealing with freezing-induced mechanical deformations. In

the latter case it will be necessary to provide the definition of a soil

mechanic model.

• As pointed out by Kurylyk [54] the freezing/thawing processes do

not occur at the thermodynamic equilibrium since the ice formation is

characterized by a nucleation processes during which the latent heat

is exchanged. This is an issue explored in some paper experimentally

[105] but which still did not have, at our knowledge, a convincing

theoretical assessment.





A P E T R I N E T S

Petri Nets are graphical and mathematical modeling tool that allow to pro-

vide a graphical representation of the interactions that a system is subject to

[73]. Petri Nets were developed to study discrete and time independent

systems. The system is shown as a directed, wighted, bipartite graph con-

sisting of two kinds of nodes, called places and transition, where arcs are

either from a place to a transition or from a transition to a place [73].

However, it is possible to modify Petri nets including the time dependence

with the view to study dynamical system such as hydrological ones. In this

case we talk about time continuous Petri nets, TCPN.

The graphical representation of a system foresees that:

• places, now called storages are drawn as circles. The storage is identi-

fied by a variable specification and eventually by a color to represent

the same physical place but in different types of budgets. From a

mathematical viewpoint a storage represents the time variation of the

named quantity.

• transitions, called fluxes are represented as bars or boxes. As for stor-

ages, fluxed are denoted by a variable specification. A table of associa-

tion enables to connect each flux with its own mathematical expression

that can be either algebraic or differential.

• arcs connect a places with a transition and vice versa. By convention,

the arc is drawn with the same color of the place from where it exists

and is positive in the direction of the arrow. By the definition of a

bipartite graph the only allowed connection are among a storage and

one or more fluxes or vice versa, Fig.(18).

(a) Flux to storage (b) Storage to flux

Figure 18: Allowed connections in Petri Nets

The connection one to more foreseen the definition of a partition co-

efficient. It is set the possibility that a storage is double connected

with a flux. This simply means that there is a flux from the storage

to a metastable state and form this a flux towards the storage again

as shown in Fig.(19). Different kinds of arcs are defined each one to

represent

A time continuous Petri net can be uniquely identified by:

65
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: The double connection shown in (a) is explicated in (b) where the dark
color represents the metastable state.

• P = {p1, . . . ,pj, . . . ,pn} is the set of places.

• T = {t1, . . . , ti, . . . , tl} is the set of transitions.

• P and T are disjoint, i.e. no object can be both a place and a transition.

• S is the set of tokens present in places at any specific time.

• A is a table in which is explained the semantic of fluxes and symbols.

• E is the set of fluxes expression.

• Pre is the set of arcs between a place to a certain transition. Pre can be

defined as a matrix nx l whose elements are:

Pre[j, i] : (P, T)→ E

From this definition it possible to define the preset of each transition

ti as:

ti = pj|Pre[j, i] > 0

• Post is the set of arcs between a transition to a certain place. Post can

be defined as a matrix lxn whose elements are:

Post[j, i] : (T ,P)→ E

From this definition it is possible to define the postset of each transition

ti as:

ti = pj|Post[j, i] > 0

• Adj = Pre− Post is the adjacency matrix associated to the graph.

Hence time continuous Petri net is defined as a 7-tuple:

TCPN = (P, T ,Pre,Post,S,A,E) (171)

In the light of this, from a TCPN it is possible to write a coupled set of

ordinary differential equations, in number equal to the rank of the places:

dpj

dt
=

∑

i

Post[i, j] − Pre[j, i] for j = 1, . . . ,n (172)
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πw Osmotic pressure of a solution [Pa]
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λ Brooks and Corey parameter [-]
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µ° Chemical potential of pure water at Tm and pa [J Kg−1]

µi Chemical potential of ice [J Kg−1]

µw Chemical potential of water [J Kg−1]

ν Dynamic viscosity of fluid [Pa s]

νi Specific volume of ice [m3 Kg−1]

νw Specific volume of water [m3 Kg−1]

φ Soil porosity [-]

Ψ Suction related to the total water content [m]

ψ Water suction [m]

ψ0 Water suction at the inflection point [m]

ψa Air-entry suction [m]

ψm Median suction of g(ψ) [m]

ρi Ice density [Kg m−3]

ρw Water density [Kg m−3]
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80 list of symbols

θ Dimensionless water content [-]

θi Dimensionless ice content [-]

θr Dimensionless residual water content [-]

θs Dimensionless water content at saturation [-]

θw Dimensionless liquid water content [-]

~J
w

Heat advected by flowing water [W m−2]

ET Evaporation heat flux [W m−2]

J Heat flux due to precipitation [W m−2]

ε Energy per unit volume [W m−2]

~Jw Water flux [m s−1]

Aaw Area of separation surface between water and air [m2]

Aiw Area of separation surface between ice and water [m2]

c Hydraulic capacity [L−1]

Ca Apparent heat capacity [J m−3 K−1]

ci Specific thermal capacity of ice [J Kg−1 K−1]

cs Specific thermal capacity of soil [J Kg−1 K−1]

CT Total thermal capacity [J m−3 K−1]

cw Specific thermal capacity of water [J Kg−1 K−1]

Cph Heat capacity related to the phase change [J m−3 K−1]

d Factor describing the soil’s structure [m]

Ek Kinetic energy [J]

Ep Potential energy [J]

ep Potential energy per unit volume [J m−3]

ET Evapotranspiration [m s−1]

ET Evapotranspiration [m s−1]

Ep,i Potential energy of ice in soil [J]

ep,i Potential energy of ice in soil per unit volume [J m−3]

Ep,w Potential energy of water in soil [J]

ep,w Potential energy of water in soil per unit volume [J m−3]

f(r) Pore-size distribution [m−1]

g Gravitational acceleration [m s−2]



list of symbols 81

g(ψ) Capillary pressure distribution function [m−1]

h Specific enthalpy [J Kg−1]

h Water column height [m]

hi Specific enthalpy of ice [J Kg−1]

hi° Specific enthalpy of ice at reference temperature Tref [J Kg−1]

Hs Enthalpy of the soil particles [J]

hw Specific enthalpy of water [J Kg−1]

hw° Specific enthalpy of water at reference temperature Tref [J Kg−1]

J Precipitation rate [m s−1]

J Precipitation rate [m s−1]

K Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity [m s−1]

Kr Relative hydraulic conductivity [m s−1]

Ks Hydraulic conductivity at saturation [m s−1]

l Specific latent heat of fusion [J Kg−1]

M Mass [Kg]

m Van Genuchten parameter [-]

Mi Mass of ice [Kg]

Mw Mass of water [Kg]

N Dimensionless factor describing the shape of soil’s particles [-]

N Number of pores system [-]

n Van Genuchten parameter [-]

p Pressure [Pa]

pa Atmosferic pressure [Pa]

pi Pressure of ice [Pa]

pw Water pressure [Pa]

r Radius of capillary tube or soil pore [m]

Rn Net radiation [W m−2]

rmax Maximum pore radius in the soil [m]

S Entropy [J K−1]

s Specific entropy [J Kg−1 K−1]

Se Effective saturation [-]



82 list of symbols

Si Entropy of ice [J K−1]

si Specific entropy of ice [J Kg−1 K−1]

Sw Entropy of water [J K−1]

sw Specific entropy of water [J Kg−1 K−1]

T Temperature [K]

T∗ Temperature at the equilibrium between ice and water [K]

Ti Temperature of ice [K]

Tm Melting point of water [K]

Tw Temperature of water [K]

Tref Reference temperature [K]

u Internal energy per unit volume [J m−3]

Ui Internal energy of ice [J]

ui Internal energy of ice per unit volume [J m−3]

Uw Internal energy of water [J]

uw Internal energy of water per unit volume [J m−3]

Uiw Internal energy of the ice-water interface [J]

usp Internal energy of soil particles per unit volume [J m−3]

V Volume [m3]

Vi Volume of ice in soil [m3]

Vs Volume of soil [m3]

Vw Volume of water [m3]

wi Weighting factor for each pore system i [-]

x Solute mole fraction in the liquid []


